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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to map, for a 5 -  loudspeaker surround system, 
perceptual dimensions of preference and of audible differences between stimuli, 
using stimuli that have been created to vary physical aspects of signals that are 
theorized to influence localization-quality and spaciousness. ‘Localization 
Quality’ was defined as the value of Vq\ the vector length in an equation describing 
summing localization. Spaciousness is varied by manipulating the playback 
material to change the arrival direction of the late (post-80 ms.) portion of the 
reverberation.
In a scaled pair-comparison experiment subjects were asked to scale the 
magnitude of the audible difference between each pair of stimuli, and to judge 
which was preferred. 7 stimuli were presented in every possible pair, each 
stimulus was created to have one of three values of the localization parameter and 
one of three categories of arrival direction for the reverberation.
The author has contributed to the understanding of the perceptual structure of 
sound quality for reproduced sound. Descriptors of auditory attributes for natural 
hearing were elicited, and these were useful for the evaluation of multi-channel 
surround sound audio. Seven rating scales were created which can be used to 
distinguish between stimuli, thus providing an indication of the ways stimuli aie 
perceived to be different. Multi-dimensional Scaling (MDS) was applied to 
listener ratings of difference between stimuli and showed that the stimuli were 
discriminable on two perceptual dimensions. Multi-dimensional Scaling was used 
to perform a weighted unfolding analysis of listener ratings of preference, and this 
created a map that reveals the relative preference for each of the stimuli for each of 
the subjects, the preference for each of the stimuli for the group as a whole, and 
how subjects differ in the weighting each applies to the revealed preference-map 
dimensions.
© Douglas McKinnie 2003
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THE INFLUENCE OF THE FACTORS "SPACIOUSNESS” 
AND "LOCALIZATION QUALITY" ON LISTENER 
PREFERENCE IN SOUND REPRODUCTION
1 INTRODUCTION
Localization quality, the precision o f the listener’s ability to locate the 
intended direction of the sound source, is an important attribute contributing to 
the perceived quality of reproduced spatial sound. Spaciousness, the sensation 
that the listener is enveloped in sound from all directions, is another important 
attribute linked to quality in sound reproduction. There are more such attributes. 
According to Gabrielsson (Gabr87) it is necessary to “identify the perceptual 
variables which compose the sound quality and to design measurement methods 
for them” in order to conduct listening tests that give “adequate description and 
evaluation” of sound system quality. Part of that process is the exploration of the 
relations between separate perceptual attributes or dimensions and the overall 
evaluations of sound quality given by listeners. If we know what perceptual 
factors govern a listener’s preference for one system over another, and we can 
make a clear link between objective parameters of the system and the subjective 
dimensions of the listener’s evaluations, then it becomes much easier to design 
systems to give good perfoimance.
That idea follows a hypothesis explained by Bech, (Bech99) that the overall 
sound quality (or picture quality, or wine quality, etc.) is based on a combination 
of a number of underlying perceptual attributes. When a listening test subject is 
given a stimulus (an example of a system under test), he or she “will arrive at a 
certain magnitude of impression for each of the auditory attributes. These are 
combined -  perhaps with different emphasis or weighting for each attribute -  to 
form the total auditory impression that could be the basis for, for example a 
preference decision or a similarity rating.”
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Figure 1: Relationship between individual attributes and overall quality
This hypothesis of the relationship between single perceptual attributes and 
the overall sound quality is illustrated in Figure 1. It should be noted that this is 
generally not a conscious activity on the part of the subject, and that the listening 
environment, human hearing system and various context and memory effects play 
a role in the subject’s impression for each attribute.
1.1 Dimensions of perceived sound quality
Various researchers have over time come up with sets o f attributes or 
dimensions that compose perceptual sound quality. Several different methods for 
deriving the attributes have been used, and the context has included earphone, 
single-loudspeaker, two-loudspeaker stereo, and multichannel surround audio as 
well as concert hall sound quality. Experimental methods have been used to 
determine the positions of investigated systems on those dimensions, and 
knowledge of what has been tested has helped to link perceptual dimensions to 
physical (electrical signal and acoustic) characteristics of the systems. A further 
stage, and that pursued in this work, is to manipulate physical signal variables 
that have been associated with particular perceptual dimensions, in order to (a) 
verify that the perceptual dimensions do indeed vary with the associated physical 
characteristics, and (b) give an empirical indication of what values or states of the 
physical characteristics are most preferred by listeners.
Many examples of perception-based studies from concert hall research have 
been summarized in a review article by Bradley (Brad90), Techniques include 
headphone playback of dummy head recordings for comparison between halls, 
comparison between physical measurements of reputedly good halls and analysis
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of the perceptual attributes associated with both the halls and the physical 
measurements, artificially created stimuli played over multi-loudspeaker systems 
in anechoic conditions, and audience questionnaires. The “reasonable consensus” 
as to which attributes are most important yields the following list:
Perceptual attribute: Physical measurement:
• Strength or Loudness (associated with relative level)
• Reverberance or Liveness (associated with EDT early decay time)
• Clarity or Definition (associated with C80)
• Spatial Impression/Envelopment (LF, lACC)
• Timbre (variation of EDT with frequency)
Early decay time (EDT) is a measurement o f how much time it takes for a 
sound in a hall to drop to 10 dB lower than its steady-state value after the sound 
source is cut off. The Clarity factor C80 is measured by playing an impulsive 
sound and finding the ratio of the energy arriving at the measurement position in 
the first 80 milliseconds to the energy arriving after 80 milliseconds. The lateral 
energy fraction (LF), a m easurem ent associated with the perceptual 
characteristic(s) spatial impression and envelopment, is the ratio of a calibrated 
figure-8 microphone to a coincident calibrated omnidirectional microphone, with 
the figure-8 microphone pointed to the side such that the sound source is on its 
null axis. Interaural cross-correlation coefficient (lACC) is a binaural measure of 
the difference of the sound at the positions of the two ears. Its maximum value is 
unity, indicating no correlation between the signals, and this tends to correspond 
perceptually to a very enveloping sound. There are several variations of each of 
these measurements in the literature, and often particular frequency bands or time 
windows are deemed to be important.
A later study by Sotiropoulou et al. (Soti95) used ordinary concertgoers at live 
concerts as subjects, and asked them to rate specific passages of music during the 
concerts using a list of many adjective-based rating scales. Factor Analysis was 
used to derive the principle attributes influencing sound quality:
• Body (full-bodied, full, voluminous)
• Clarity (clear, distinct)
• Tonal Quality (of smooth or rich tone)
10
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• Proximity (near, enveloping)
They note a potential pitfall of this semantic differential rating scale technique 
-  the rating scales which are initially supplied for the analysis are selected by the 
experimenters, based upon expert knowledge and intuition. The factors produced 
are highly dependent on the rating scales provided, and if any necessary concept 
is omitted from the set on which the subjects made their ratings, there will be no 
corresponding factor showing up in the analysis, even if it is important for 
adequate description of what is audible.
Berg and Rumsey (Berg99) used the Repertory Grid Technique to come up 
with dimensions for evaluation of recording techniques. The attributes elicited by 
Repertory Grid Technique (henceforth RGT) are “constructs”, with a construct 
being a way in which two things are alike and therefore different from another 
thing. Groups of three stimuli were presented to subjects, with each subject asked 
to come up with a reason that any two were similar and thus different from the 
third. The stimuli were recordings of six different sound sources (different musical 
performances) each with three variations of recording technique. In a second stage 
the subjects rated the stimuli using a scale for each of their own constructs -  for 
example a construct “authenticity” would be scored on a scale with poles of 
“inauthentic” and “authentic”. The rating stage verified which constructs were 
useful and consistent, and also allowed analysis against the different recording 
techniques used to create the stimuli. The elicited constructs related to:
• Authenticity/Naturalness
• Lateral positioning/Source size
• Envelopment
• Depth
Nakayama, et al. performed a study of multichannel surround playback o f two 
popular music selections (Naka71). The recording and playback used discrete 1- 
through 8-channel systems. Listeners were asked to evaluate the similarity 
between pairs of stimuli. The analysis used a technique called Multidimensional 
Scaling (henceforth MDS), a group of procedures that transform unidirectional 
expressions of relationship into 2 -, 3 -, or M-dimensional maps o f the same 
relationships (e.g.: plotting a two-dimensional map of the relative positions of
I I
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cities by using the data from a table of distances between the cities). Three 
dimensions were found, and positions of the stimuli in this three dimensional 
“space” led to the following conclusions about the attribute associated with each 
dimension:
• Fullness (associated with low inter-aural cross-correlation)
• Clearness (associated with Deutlichkeit or Clarity)
• Depth of the image sources (associated with front speaker angle)
A number of different approaches to identifying the dimensions o f sound 
quality have been used by Gabrielsson and Sjôgren (Gabr79). They used tape- 
recorded sections of music, speech, and sounds from everyday life as the stimuli. 
The first approach used adjective ratings, as with Sotiropoulou, et al., above. An 
initial list of 200  adjectives was narrowed down to about 60 based upon the 
results of a questionnaire given to 40 sound engineers, who were asked to rate 
each for its suitability as a description of how various sound systems may be 
perceived. After rating of the sounds on the resulting attribute scales. Factor 
Analysis was then used to come up with the underlying dimensions. Their second 
approach used similarity ratings between pairs of stimuli, as in Nakayama, et al., 
above, with multidimensional scaling to reveal the dimensions inherent in the 
ratings of each stimulus. In the third technique the subjects were asked to describe 
each stimuli in their own words. The widely used factors resulting from these 
experiments are:
• Clarity
• Fullness
• Spaciousness
• Brightness
• Softness
• Fidelity
The Gabrielsson and Sjogren perceptual dimensions of perceived sound quality 
were derived using mostly single-channel audio material, so these attributes cannot 
be expected to fully describe all of the relevant differences between different 
multichannel or other surround sound systems. Bech notes that “Perceptual
12
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attributes of multichannel sound reproduction are not readily available” in a paper 
that proposes experimental methods for evaluation of multidimensional auditory 
stimuli (Bech99). He describes methods for:
• identification of individual auditory attributes
• getting a measurement of the magnitude of sensation for each attribute
• establishing the relation betv^een the attributes and the perceived sound
quality
As an exploratory step before the current work I performed a study 
comprising the first two steps of those three, which is described below. I found 
that the attributes derived in the study were meaningful to the subjects but not to 
others who did not participate in the elicitation process. Bech also notes the 
debate within the sensory evaluation research community on the use o f words to 
represent sensations. Constructs can be elicited from the subjects, as in Berg and 
Rumsey, or they can be provided to the subjects by the experimenter, as in the 
first Gabrielsson and Sjôgren method. It is argued that experiments where subjects 
use their own terms are more reliable than where every subject has to be taught a 
standard meaning of a provided word. Comparison between subjects, across-all- 
subject scores, and explanation of results to outsiders are made much more 
difficult when terms particular to each subject are used for tests.
1.2 Narrowing the focus of the study
The initial push for this research came from the desire to evaluate the sound 
quality of different surround-sound-recording techniques in the context o f 5 - 
loudspeaker reproduction following the ITU-R recommendation BS.775-1 
(ITU94). An implementation of this sound reproduction standard is illustrated in 
Figure 2, and consists of 5 matching full-range loudspeakers equidistant from the 
listener’s position. The ability to place the apparent source of a sound at various 
positions in the horizontal plane is an obvious element of multichannel sound 
systems. The importance of spatial location in the development and evaluation of 
surround sound systems can be seen by the number of papers which evaluate the 
effectiveness of such systems largely by the ability of a system to effectively 
place sounds around a listener.
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Figure 2: Typical BS. 775-1 loudspeaker setup
Some of these evaluations focus upon a particular aspect of localization theory, 
using objective measures to find how closely particular systems get to a favored 
model of directional hearing. Poletti states that “the typical goal of a stereo 
reproduction system in the case of a live recording is for the listener to perceive an 
accurate impression of the spatial distribution of the original sound field.” 
(Pole96). Gerzon’s work on compatibility between different multichannel 
systems concentrated on ensuring the uniformity of a physical value vq\ the vector 
length in an equation describing perception of summing localization, which is 
associated with the stability of the perceived localized image (Gerz92a). I have 
listened critically to several systems that provide surround-sound from two 
loudspeakers, and my personal observation at the time was that some of the 
systems offered good localization performance but suffered from poor timbre and 
other unpleasantnesses. It was therefore insufficient to evaluate the audio quality 
by measuring the accuracy of localisation, other elements o f perceived sound 
quality should be used in the evaluation in addition to the element “localization”. 
The number and scope of elements need to be sufficient to describe any audible 
difference between systems-under-test, and possibly sufficient to describe the 
audible differences between sound reproduction and naturally occurring (non­
reproduced) sound, as there are some perceptual attributes, such as extreme 
“phasyness” described by Lipshitz (Lips86), which occur in sound reproduction
14
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but not generally in the natural world. Such “unnatural” sounds are not necessarily 
undesirable, but it is desirable that sound reproduction systems can create sounds 
indistinguishable from as large a portion of the “naturally occurring” realm as 
possible. Figure 3 gives a crude representation of the evaluation requirements 
detailed above. The space marked “differences audible in sound reproducing 
systems” contains regions or points which represent ways that a sound can be 
audibly different from another. This space includes differences such as lateral 
position, source size, depth in both the geographic and any more esoteric sense, 
fullness, clearness, brightness, and so on. If a type of difference between samples 
exists, but we do not ask about it in the evaluation, then we risk labeling the two 
samples as perceptually identical (and equal in quality) in our test conditions, 
when in fact it is not. If any necessaiy concept is omitted from the set on which 
the subjects made their ratings, there will be no corresponding factor showing up 
in the analysis, even if it is important for adequate description of what is audible.
differences 
audible 
in sound 
reproducing
region where 
reproduced 
sound can sound
differences 
audible in 
naturally 
occurring
Figure 3: Realm o f audible differences between sounds
As a preparatory step before the present study I decided to explore what other 
(than localization) attributes were appropriate for the realm of naturally occurring 
sound, and to test them for measuring the audible differences between recorded 
examples. For this task I used Descriptive Analysis (Bech99). It was performed 
using four volunteer sound-recording students as subjects, and the naturally 
occurring sound of several nearby locations as stimuli. The subjects were given the 
following instructions:
15
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The pui'pose of this experiment is to find words which adequately describe 
all the different aspects of the spatial attributes of sound. There are 
three parts to this task:
• You are asked to visit a number of different places in order to listen to the
sounds that occur around you. You should write down words that are 
descriptive of the spatial nature of the sounds that you hear
• We will discuss the words and the sounds in a group, to try to come to
some agreement on words and definitions.
• We will listen to playback of various audio recordings and discuss whether
the words we have found are adequate to describe the differences 
between the recordings.
The first part is to be done at your convenience, the second and third parts 
we will schedule for a mutually convenient time.
Instructions:
Go to the places on the following list. In each place take as long as you feel 
necessary to listen to the sounds occurring aiound you. Think of words 
that describe the three-dimensional features of the sounds that you hear. 
For example, if you were thinking of words to describe the 'comfort' features 
of automobile seats, you might use words such as 'soft', 'cold', 'sticky', 
'supportive', or 'deep'.
Similarly, one could find words to describe the flavor of whatever you had 
for lunch.
Try to avoid technical terms. There are no 'right' or 'wrong' words.
Please do not discuss the words with others before the second part of the 
experiment.
The subjects were given a notebook in which to write their impressions, and 
instructed to return at the specified time to begin the discussion phase o f the 
experiment. Each subject was given a list containing the following locations in 
randomized order.
• Athletic Field.
• A bar in the Student's Union building
• A study area in the University Library
16
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• The lobby of the Lecture Theatres building
• PA43 Multimedia Lab -  a 4 x 5 M carpeted room containing 5 computers,
desks, photocopiers.
• SPAR Shop; small groceiy store with hard floors, metal shelving full o f
foodstuffs, and noisy refrigerators and cash registers.
• Guildford Cathedral
• Cathedral Gift Shop: A boutique with trinkets.
• Cathedral Memory Garden overlooks the town of Guildford
• Cathedral refectory A Restaurant with china plates and silverware
Upon the subjects return, we discussed the words that they had written down 
and the sounds to which they applied the words. We discussed each word until 
eveiyone understood a consensus meaning, by giving examples of what sorts of 
sounds could or could not be described with it. Then the words which appeared to 
have similarity were considered as pairs, and the group was asked to discern 
whether they meant the same thing or whether there was a difference. The 
question “Is there any sound that you heard today that you would describe as ‘X’ 
that you would not describe as ‘Y’?” was used to determine whether more than 
one perceptual dimension was tied up in the words in question. Words were then 
grouped into pairs of antonyms that described ends of a scale for rating some 
perceptual dimension.
Finally, examples of 4 and 5 channel surround recordings were played to the 
group. The subjects were asked to rate each of the recordings and distinctive 
sounds within each recording, using the rating scales discovered above. Three of 
the selections were from a multichannel mix of a English National Opera 
performance recorded by the BBC, where I had placed the surround mics and 
assisted with the post-production mix. The remainder of the recordings were 
selections from a BBC HDTV demonstration tape with 5-channel surround audio. 
No picture was shown. The selections included sports tournaments such as 
Wimbledon and gymnastics, popular music, an Edinburgh street festival, and 
nature sounds from a children’s program. Between each example we discussed 
which scales had proved to be useful in distinguishing between sounds in a 
recording or between program styles. The students came up with a total o f 15 
words describing the spatial aspects of sound. They are listed here along with 
descriptions o f the sounds that they used these words to describe. The
17
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descriptions of the meanings of the words were transcribed from a tape of the 
discussion session:
• background distant sounds that you don't focus upon, sounds from
farther parts of the cathedral
• boomy traffic noises from A3 road, building lobby
• close like 'direct', of sounds rather than spaces
• direct like 'close'
• distant traffic noise when outdoors, voices in cafeteria which
can't be heard over background noise, anything in the cathedral
• dry a space is dry, a sound is close. Library, PA43,
Outdoors
• echo-ey a space is reverberant, a sound is echo-ey or resonant
• enclosed no sense of sounds from beyond the space
• isolated you cannot hear outside noise
• muffled sounds from outside the room or from the next aisle
• pinpoint you can tell exactly where sounds come from
• resonant of sounds, not spaces, warm, specific sounds in the
Cathedral.
• reverberant spacious, sound that is always there in the background
• spacious = reverberant
• vague opposite of pinpoint, (related to distant? to
reverberant?)
Where words were found to be synonyms, the word that would best describe 
the sound for a non-technical audience was chosen. In four cases words on the list 
were found to be opposite in meaning, so these were used to denote endpoints for 
rating scales. The remaining words were made into scales by choosing new words 
to mark the opposite end of the scale.
These additional words were added to the list to clearly define the dimensions:
• clear nothing occludes (opposite muffled)
• exposed you can hear things beyond (opposite
isolated)
• not boomy (opposite boomy)
• open space (opposite enclosed)
18
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Some of the dimensions are aspects of the sound of a particular thing, others 
are aspects of a particular place or environment.
Dimensions found:
• (isolated/exposed)
• dry/reverberant
• open space /enclosed
• muffled/clear
• boomy /not
• pinpoint / vague
• close /distant
• close/resonant
After the listening we reviewed each of the scales. The subjects were asked, for 
each scale, whether they could adequately describe what they heard without that 
scale, using only the other scales. The dimension ‘isolated — exposed’ was the 
only one NOT found to be useful in the evaluation of recorded surround sound. 
Each of the other scales was needed to make a full description of the differences 
between the sounds heard in the examples. The students felt that the word ‘close’ 
had the same meaning in contrast to both ‘distant’ and ‘resonant’, but that 
‘distant’ and ‘resonant’ were unrelated.
The use of the same word in two distinct rating scales is an obvious problem, 
but also a good reminder that the particular meanings of the words used in these 
scales are peculiai* to the group who did the work to come up with them,
I decided that this approach (of using descriptive analysis to develop attribute 
scales with which to perform semantic-differential experiments) was a cul-de-sac 
for my purposes, as (a) an extended study done part time would require new sets 
of student volunteer subjects at each new academic year, thus requiring the 
descriptive analysis to be redone for each set of new subjects, (b) the problems of 
semantics (the meanings of words) are inherently wrapped up in the process -  
there is always the chance of bias in a subjects scoring on a scale because of 
differences in understanding of the meanings o f words, (c) it is extremely difficult 
for the experimenter or a strong personality among the subjects not to dominate 
the discussion, thus introducing a bias, (d) the completeness of the attribute list 
still depends on the intuition and facility with language of the subjects. Kjeldsen
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points out that “An obvious limitation to this type of measure it that you only 
get an answer to what you ask.” (Kjel98) If you introduce new audio stimuli to 
the process after the elicitation process has been done, there may dimensions 
required to describe the audible differences between stimuli that could not have 
been revealed by the subset used earlier in elicitation.
A better method o f evaluating sound quality for my purposes is 
Multidimensional Scaling. With Multidimensional Scaling, subjects make 
relatively simple judgments of difference or similarity between stimuli, or of 
preference for one stimulus over another. It can reveal dimensions in the 
relationships between stimuli that were not anticipated by the researcher or 
subjects. The output from the MDS procedure gives an estimate of the number of 
dimensions which best describes the data, and a map representing that data in a 
Euclidean “space”. Any audible differences that are greater than the noise inherent 
in any statistical procedure will be shown as distances between stimuli in the 
resulting map.
According to Gabrielsson and Sjôgren (Gabr79) there are 4 steps in a 
“complete” investigation into sound quality. The first step is to find, for the 
population of systems or recording techniques under investigation, the relevant 
dimensions entering into perceived quality. The second step is to “find the 
positions o f the investigated systems in these dimensions”. After that the 
relations between the physical characteristics o f the systems and the perceptual 
dimensions are explored, and finally the contribution of each dimension to the 
overall perceived sound quality is explored. At the time of their 1979 paper, and 
after several years work, they had not yet done much work on the third and final 
stages. Upon reading this 1 decided that 1 needed to narrow my focus if my 
project was to be practical.
The stage 3 relationship between the physical characteristics o f the 
loudspeaker signals and their perceptual effect has been widely explored in the 
literature in the case of localization (Gerz92b). Within concert hall research there 
are indications that the perceptual attribute “spaciousness” is linked to the 
proportion of late arriving lateral energy in the listening space, and these studies 
have been done using multi-loudspeaker systems as simulation equipment 
(Brad95b). With such clear and interesting ties between perceptual dimensions 
and manipulable physical variables, an interesting, useful, and tractable project 
presents itself. -  we can vary physical characteristics of a signal that are thought 
to influence (mostly, with very little other effect) the localization quality. What
20
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value of the physical variables associated with localization quality gives the best 
overall perceived sound quality? We can vary physical characteristics of a signal 
that are thought to influence the spaciousness. What value of the physical 
variables associated with spaciousness gives the best perceived sound quality? By 
creating a map using multidimensional scaling of preference judgements, the 
relative quality of sound playback with different combinations of these variables 
can be scaled. We posit that the stimulus that is most preferr ed by a listener is the 
highest quality stimulus according to that listener’s criteria.
This thesis is organized in the following manner. Chapter 2 has four sections, 
each one an overview of pertinent literature on a subject. A section on localization 
includes discussion of how we perceive the source direction of a sound in both 
natural hearing and in reproduced sound. A section on the perception o f 
spaciousness describes techniques o f reverberation and some implications of 
research in concert hall acoustics for the control of spaciousness in sound 
reproduction. The third section of this chapter introduces sensory evaluation 
techniques that can be useful in sound quality assessment. Multidimensional 
Scaling is introduced in the last section o f this chapter. In chapter 3, the 
methodology used in this study is explained. This chapter describes the 
procedures involved in preparing the auditory stimuli, the measuiement scales, the 
population of subjects, the pilot study, equipment and environment used to 
administer the test, laboratory procedures, data recording, and data analysis. 
Chapter 4 includes the results of the study, including the analysis of the data.
21
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2 REVIEW
2.1 Locating the source direction of a sound
2.1.1 Sound source localization in natural hearing
The human auditory system uses several mechanisms simultaneously for 
identifying the source direction of a sound. Some, such as pinna filtering and other 
spectral differences, can operate monaurally. Localization by differences between 
the ears in amplitude or phase (time of arrival) are the mechanisms most 
commonly exploited in stereophony. There are also effects on perceived 
localization due to interactions with other mechanisms in the peripheral auditory 
system as well as interactions with other senses.
Benade (Bena85) states that even with one ear blocked we can often accurately 
place the source of a sound. The physical shape of the outer ear (ear canal and 
pinna) causes reflections and resonances which impose a frequency response 
upon the signal received at the eaidrum, and this frequency response is dependent 
upon the direction of arrival of the sound. For known sounds these have no effect 
upon timbre and give important location cues, especially for source height. Pinna 
cues are not as useful for location of unfamiliar sounds, except that according to 
Martin (Mai1;94), the change in this frequency response that accompanies head 
movement is one of the most important directional cues yet it is often ignored in 
analyses of human sound location ability. Reflections from the torso, diffraction 
of sound around the head, and the shadowing of the head all cause direction- 
dependent filtering, as well as differences between the two ears in the frequency 
response of the perceived sound. Again, this is not perceived as a frequency 
response error, but it does provide strong clues to the auditory system about the 
sound source location.
There are fixed-head and moving head theories of localization by phase 
difference, but the underlying equations are similar. The moving head paradigm 
postulates that a listener turns to face the apparent source, knowing the apparent 
source direction when the inter-aural phase difference (lAPD) falls to zero. Even 
small head movements convey enough information from the change in the phase 
difference to pinpoint the sound source (Leak59). The human auditory system 
can localize sounds on the basis of interaural time difference, even for signals that 
we do not consider to be 'transient' in character. Yost (Yost93) reports that
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sounds of frequency up to the high-frequency limit of hearing can be localized by 
inter-aural time difference (lATD) as long as there is low 'frequency' variation of 
amplitude. The interaural difference in time between the envelopes of speech and 
most music signals are more than adequate to provide localization cues.
In natural hearing the interaural amplitude difference is a cue that is used in 
determination of source direction. A source to one side of the listener will be 
louder in the nearer ear, based upon proximity as well as upon the shadowing 
effect of the head for higher frequency (shorter wavelength) sounds. In actual 
natural hearing there are often multiple arrivals of a sound, as we hear the direct 
sound from the source as well as reflections of the sound from nearby objects. 
Those reflections that fall within a certain time span will be 'summed' by the 
auditory system (Blau83) The multiple arrivals from different directions at each 
ear might result in severe audible comb filtering in one-eared listening, but in two­
eared listening the auditory system has the ability to discern the timbre through all 
o f the linear distortions that are present -  the timbre even remains uniform with 
head movement, which causes great changes in the monaural frequency response. 
Sounds arriving in the first 1 ms. after the direct sound have an influence on 
perceived source direction due to summing localization. After 1 ms the perceived 
sound location will be influenced mostly by the direction of the first sound (the 
precedence effect) up to the limit of perceptual fusion, which can be as little as 5 
ms for impulsive sounds and over 40 ms. for more complex music and speech. 
Barron (Barr74) allows 50 ms. in the context of concert hall acoustics, after which 
time sufficiently strong reflections might be heard as echoes.
Hartmann (Hart90) observes that sound in rooms almost never produces the 
interaural phase and amplitude differences which are required for accurate 
localization of a source by those mechanisms. Given that so much of the data 
available to the auditory system is misleading, he has developed the 'plausibility 
hypothesis' to describe how the auditoiy system decides what information to use.
He describes how the filtering of the room on the amplitude received at each ear 
and the multiple sound reflections from the room surfaces can create inter-aural 
amplitude differences (lAADs) and lATDs that are implausible. The 
implausibility may be because of excessive time delay (larger than the path length 
difference between the ears) because of instability with small head motions, etc. 
The human auditory system receives all of this information, and will tend to 
discount implausible inter-aural phase difference (lAPD) cues when plausible 
IA AD cues are present. Trading between steady-state and envelope cues also
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occui's. The suggestion of this research is that 'hard-wired' associations of specific 
interaural cues with specific spatial locations do not exist, rather the system is 
much more flexible. This flexibility of the auditory system is reflected in the effect 
of auditory streaming upon sound localization. Bregman (Breg90) has found that 
the various harmonic components of a sound will generally be assigned to one 
perceived sound source, although the spatial cues in each frequency region may be 
contradictory. Strong cues for a different spatial location for some portion of the 
sound may on the other hand cause that portion of the spectrum to be heard as a 
separate sound from a separate location. The grouping of the sounds in the 
auditory 'scene' will influence the resulting spatial location, yet the spatial location 
cues can also influence the grouping or segregation of sounds.
Non-auditory stimuli will also influence the perceived location o f a sound. The 
visual scene has a strong influence upon the perceived sound direction. Sounds 
will tend not to be perceived as coming from directions where there is no object to 
create the sound or where there is an occluding barrier which is not suggested by 
the timbre of the sound. Synchrony between visible movement and sounds 
associated with that movement will tend to draw the location of the perceived 
sound source to the location of what is seen.
2.1.2 Sound source localization in reprodnced sound
Pinna filtering can be very effective for providing realistic positioning of 
“virtual” sound sources, however Griesinger (Grie90) states that pinnae response 
curves "aie as individual as fmgeiprints.". We have all learned to use the effects of 
our own pinnae to find sound source locations, but the use of another set of 
pinnae may or may not work, depending upon how close in physical layout they 
are to our own. Binaural recording techniques take advantage of the spectral 
effects of reflections from the torso, diffraction of sound around the head, and the 
shadowing of the head. Other barrier techniques using diffraction and shadowing 
to create differences between audio channels have been developed by Jecklin 
(JeckSl), Theile (Thei91), and by Bartlett and Billingsley (Bart90). This effect is 
the also basis of electronic spectral panning systems such as Transaural(tm) 
stereo by Cooper and Bauck (Coop89), and o f many virtual-audio sound 
positioning techniques (Bega94). These techniques of stereophony generally 
require either headphone listening or an effective method o f cross-talk 
cancellation, as the sum response of the several loudspeaker signals do not 
otherwise contain the conect spatial information. Present methods of cross-talk
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cancellation are not tolerant of listener movement and 'decode' properly only at 
fixed listener positions. Room reflections must also be suppressed for successful 
use of such systems. Bauck and Cooper (Bauc96) have presented designs for 
cross-talk cancellation to multiple listener positions, so these techniques are no 
longer restricted to single-listener applications.
For sounds presented upon several loudspeakers, several conditions must be 
met before localization by interaural phase-difference can be reliably exploited. 
The loudspeakers must be equidistant from the listener, or else appropriately 
delayed to simulate equal distance. The sound to be localized must be emitted by 
the loudspeakers at the same time -  the different loudspeaker channels cannot 
have differential delay (aside from compensation for placement distance), thus 
microphones should be coincident. The playback room must not destroy the 
amplitude response of the loudspeaker signals at the positions of the ears. When 
these conditions are met, and the signal is panned to the loudspeaker channels 
using appropriate amplitude differences, the combination at each eai' of the signals 
from each loudspeaker will produce ear signals having the appropriate phase 
difference. This is true for continuous signals and for modulated signals. The 
familiar sin-cos panning law in two loudspeaker stereophony is the appropriate 
signal level difference for two-channel stereophony. Similar panning laws can be 
developed for any number of loudspeakers and loudspeakers at any angular 
position, and have been derived by Gerzon (Gerz90) and more recently by Poletti 
(Pole96).
Much of the research used in the development of stereophonic systems is 
based upon analysis of the localization of steady-state sounds by lAPD and 
IA AD. The human auditory system also can localize sounds on the basis of 
interaural time difference, even for signals that we do not consider to be 'transient' 
in character. The interaural difference in time between the envelopes of speech and 
music signals are more than adequate to provide localization cues. Hartmann 
(Hart93) has found that at very small time differences (0.1 to 0.5 ms) the 
localization tends to follow summing localization, but as the signal delay grows 
lai'ger the perceived location tends toward the early loudspeaker, until at some 
point the precedence effect pulls the apparent sound source to the loudspeaker 
itself.
Interaural amplitude difference is another cue that is used in determination of 
source direction. A source to one side of the listener will be louder in the nearer 
ear, based upon proximity as well as upon the shadowing effect of the head. In
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multi-loudspeaker stereo there are multiple arrivals of the sound at each ear (one 
arrival for each loudspeaker, plus arrivals from room reflections) and these are 
perceptually little different from the multiple arrivals of direct sound along with 
reflections of the sound from nearby objects. Arrivals that fall within a certain 
time span will be 'summed' by the auditory system (Gerz92b). The amplitude 
differences required for summing localization differ from those required for low 
frequency interaural phase difference location. Gerzon (Gerz92b) recommends a 
compromise panning law in order to avoid frequency-dependent amplitude 
differences, Williams (Will92) has developed a microphone technique giving 
appropriate cues for lAPD location at low frequencies and for lAAD summing 
localization at higher frequencies.
Much of the data available to the auditory system is equivocal, because o f the 
filtering of the room on the sound amplitude received at each ear and because the 
multiple sound sources and reflections from the room surfaces can create lAADs 
and lATDs that would be contradictory. Gerzon (Gerz92b) suggests that 
designers of multi-loudspeaker soundfields should distribute the sound to the 
speakers in such a way that as many of the mechanisms of localization as possible 
receive cues that point to the same spatial location.
2.1.3 Signal and system attributes relating to Localization
Stereophonic sound relies upon the creation of an illusion that sound is 
originating from points in space between the loudspeakers, but according to 
Gerzon, (Gerz92d) the aim is “not merely” that but also “to give the best possible 
quality of localization to such phantom images”. For a single listener equidistant 
from all loudspeakers and free to move his or her head, vector addition of 
loudspeaker signal gains can describe the perceived location of a signal played 
simultaneously from several equidistant sources, both for low-ffequency signals 
(‘Velocity’ localization) and for mid-frequency ‘summing’ localization (‘Energy’ 
localization) (Gerz92a). The vector direction indicates the apparent sound 
localization direction, and the vector length indicates the size and stability of the 
phantom image. In the case of summing (energy) localization which is operative 
for frequencies above 1000 Hz., the vector length is equal to one for a single sound 
source, and the value can only become less as more and disparately located sound 
sources are added. For example, when looking at energy localization, sound from a 
single loudspeaker has a value of 1 for re, the energy vector length. The source is 
focused and stays in exactly the same physical place as the listener’s head is
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rotated, and as the listener moves from side to side. The source location is the 
same for each of multiple listeners in different lateral positions in the room. In the 
case of a phantom image between two loudspeakers spanning a 60° arc, the value 
o f Tg is closer to 0.87, and the location if the phantom image is different in 
different lateral positions, and also can change with movement of the head. The 
value of Tg can be increased by assigning a greater proportion of the energy to the 
loudspeakers that aie closest to the desired perceived sound source direction. The 
value of rg can be decreased by assigning a greater proportion of the energy to the 
loudspeakers that are far from the desired perceived sound source direction. Thus 
the perceived direction of the sound source can be maintained in one position 
while the phantom image can become sharp and focused with high rg values 
(approaching 1.0) or degraded to unstable and unfocused with the value of rg 
approaching 0 .
2.2 Spaciousness
In the studies of concert hall acoustics reported above there are a relatively 
small number of derived perceptual dimensions relating to perceived sound 
quality, and the descriptions of these factors overlap between studies and also 
overlap with studies of reproduced sound. It is logical to assume that 
optimization of the same perceptual dimensions in the reproduction of sound 
might also lead to sound quality improvement.
2.2.1 Use of reverberation in sound reproduction systems
Schroeder (SchrSV) found that reverberation decay of large rooms is stochastic. 
The reflections arrive at random times and from random directions. The impact of 
this discovery upon surround audio is that we do not need to capture, transmit, 
and reproduce the specific reflections from specific directions in order to convey 
an accurate perceptual representation of a reverberant soundfield. It is enough to 
synthesize these reflections from delayed copies of the direct signal, as long as we 
create random spatial and temporal distribution and get the frequency response 
right.
Many proposed surround audio systems have taken advantage o f this 
principle. Hay and Hanson (Hayh76) suggested that overall audio quality of 4- 
channel transmission systems could be improved by using three channels for front 
information and one channel for the rear information, where specific directionality 
is much less important. The ES recording technique of Woszczyk (Wosz90)
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Specifically places late lateral energy into the inter-channel difference o f two- 
channel recordings so that listeners with Dolby(tm) film surround decoders have 
appropriate reverberation signals directed to the rear loudspeakers. Madsen 
(Mads70) proposed that reverberation information can be extracted from two- 
channel recordings and presented with delays in rear loudspeakers, giving “all the 
advantages of four-channel recording and transmission without the bother of two 
additional channels”. Ambiophony is the same principle with more sophisticated 
signal processing and the addition of crosstalk suppression (via baffle) for the 
front loudspeakers (Glas95).
Although the reverberation information may be derived from the signals for the 
front image or carried by only one channel, it is very important for the recreated 
sound to come from spatially diffuse directions. A single loudspeaker is 
inadequate to produce effective reverberation, and with multiple loudspeakers 
Holman (Holm91) reports that they should be decorrelated. Even in front-only 
presentation, stereophonic techniques where the reverberation is evenly spread 
between loudspeakers give the best subjective quality (Will91b).
The spatial and temporal distribution o f the reverberation affect the 
envelopment of the recording, so the number and positions o f loudspeakers for 
reverberance should be influenced by the requirements of envelopment.
The traditional 'reverberation time' measurement (RT) does not correlate well 
with perceptual influence of reverberation. Early Decay Time is the 'consensus' 
choice for the physical measurement which best approximates the audibility of 
reverberation (Brad90), but a perceptual-model-based measure which actually 
predicted audibility would be better yet (although perhaps difficult to implement 
in the field). Griesinger (Grie96) describes reverberation as what is 'left over' when 
all the foreground sounds in a large room are assigned by the auditoiy system to 
their respective streams. The difference in level between this background stream 
and a foreground sound source gives us some indication of the distance of the 
sound soui’ce. He distinguishes this background spatial impression (BSI) from 
continuous spatial impression (CSI). CSI results when the reflections from 
steady-state sounds acoustically interfere with the direct sound causing the lATD 
and lAAD to fluctuate (1996).
2.2.2 Spaciousness in concert hall acoustics
Until recently most studies of spaciousness in concert halls did not distinguish 
between increase in apparent source width (ASW) and increase in envelopment -
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the auditory sense of the size of the performance space around the listener. As 
both have been described as spaciousness, both will be considered
Apparent Source Width
Barron (Barr74) found that first reflections were very important to the sound 
of concert halls, that halls with strong early lateral reflections would be preferred 
to halls without. The objective measure of this is the lateral fraction (LF), the ratio 
of early lateral energy (energy in the first 80 ms of the sound measured by a side- 
facing bi-directional microphone) to total energy (measured w ith an 
omnidirectional microphone). The LF of playback of a conventional two-channel 
stereo recording can be increased by increasing the (L -  R) to (L + R) ratio, which 
is simply done by increasing the S level in an M - S matrix. As interchannel 
difference at low frequencies is often too low in coincident mic recordings, 
Griesinger (Grie86) once suggested a low frequency boost of the interchannel 
difference, with a cut of the sum signal to preserve timbre, to compensate. (The 
interchannel difference is low at low frequencies because (a) the polar pattern of 
many pressure-gradient mics is effectively omnidirectional at low frequencies -  
the pathlength between the front diaphiagm and rear diaphragm is very small 
relative to the size of the wavelength, hence the pressure difference between the 
two diaphragms approaches nil as the frequency approaches nil. (b) in the past 
some record mastering engineers deliberately placed a shelving cut at low 
frequencies in the L -  R signal so that the pressed records would track on the 
majority of turntables.)
Ando (Ando83) used the inter-aural cross correlation of the first portion of the 
sound as a measure of spaciousness. His measurement has also been used to 
evaluate the spaciousness of dummy head recordings of surround reproduction 
systems.
The early lateral reflections which these measures attempt to quantify cause 
ambiguity in the sound source location and loss of focus. It is somewhat confusing 
that a factor which we seek to maximize in the music performance space should be 
inversely related to the localization quality that we try to maximize in the 
reproduction of the same performance. Clearly further work is required.
Envelopment
Bradley and Soulodre (Brad96) have shown that the perceived envelopment of 
a soundfield is influenced by the level, direction of arrival, and time distribution of
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the late (>80ms) lateral energy. The objective measurement that best correlates 
with the results of their experiments is the Late Lateral Sound Level ( LG^q):
,00LGgQ= lOlog'
00 oo
Pa ( # -, dB ( 1)
where:
• pp (t) is the lateral sound measured with a side-facing bi-directional mic at
the listening position (as shown in figure 4 below)
2• p ^  (t) is the free-field response of the source measured from 10 m. (as
shown in figure 4 below)
• Measurements are filtered to use only the lowest octave bands from 125
Hz to 1000 Hz.
Specifically, high spaciousness follows from random reflections arriving from 
the sides that come more than 80 ms. after the direct sound and are (in the low 
octave-bands) strong relative to the direct sound.
sound soui'ceE
10 miU
©0
listening position i
Figure 4: Mic positions for Measurement o f LG.80
This measure does not reflect their finding that increased reverberation time 
also influences perceived envelopment.
Envelopment occurs when spatially diffuse delayed reflections arrive in the 
spaces between the notes at a level high enough to overcome the masking of the
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direct sounds, according to Griesinger (Grie96). He suggests that as well as 
Lateral Early Decay Time (LEDT) may be useful as a measure of envelopment. 
The best measurement for reverberance that he had found to that point was the 
Schroeder integral at up to 350ms after the direct sound. To get valuable 
information where the reverberation is not spatially random, the equalized 
interaural difference of a binaural recording is used in the reverberation 
measurement. A 6 dB per octave boost below 400 Hz of the difference between 
the interaural impulse responses gives an identical response below 500 Hz to a 
figure-8 mic. The principal difference between this LEDT measure and the is
the time portion of the delayed lateral signal which is measured.
Griesinger (Grie97) found that the optimum sound source direction varies with 
frequency for the reflections which create envelopment. Loudspeakers at ±30 
degrees can create envelopment for continuous source sounds in the frequency 
range from 1 to 2 kHz. The wider the loudspeaker angle the lower the frequency 
of the first band in which the loudspeaker pair can convey the spaciousness that 
is encoded in the recording. The ideal for good envelopment with stimuli from all 
frequencies is an array of many decorrelated loudspeakers, located especially to 
the sides of the listeners. To convey spaciousness at high frequencies the 
reverberation in the loudspeaker channels should be fully decorrelated. At 
frequencies below 500 Hz spaciousness requires fluctuating interaural time 
difference.
Morimoto (Mori97) has found that the front/back ratio is very important to 
the perception of envelopment. He stresses that for high envelopment in 
stereophonic reproduction there must be loudspeakers to the rear of the listener 
and that the signals to these loudspeakers must be delayed enough that they are 
not fused to the front image by the Haas effect.
Griesinger finds lateral speakers to be best for creation of envelopment, and 
Morimoto finds signals to the rear of the listener to be important. The standard 
surround loudspeaker locations for 5.1 channel audio are a compromise position if 
only two surround loudspeakers can be used. Addition of more decorrelated 
speakers will improve the quality of the envelopment(Grie97).
Advocates of systems that aim to create correct azimuthal localization over 
360° contend that with accurate localization the Spaciousness/Envelopment in 
playback will match that in the recording space, because reflections come at the 
proper times from the appropriate directions. Concern about optimization of
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recording techniques and systems for good spaciousness is only required because 
the localization of lateral sounds is extremely poor in discrete 5 - loudspeaker 
sound reproduction. An even distribution of reflections to the side of the listener 
cannot effectively be accomplished by the creation of phantom sources between 
two or three loudspeakers. Klepco (Klep97) proposed to overcome this perceived 
failing of the the ITU-R recommendation BS.775-1 (ITU94) loudspeaker setup 
through use of a dummy head with appropriate crosstalk cancellation for lateral 
speakers as a method of giving correct spatial location to the reverberation in 
multichannel audio reproduction. Telarc records is using a similar technique using 
a dummy head to capture natural reverberation in the recording space and using 
HRTF-based signal processing to place artificial reverberation in the reproduced 
soundfield (Bish97).
2.2.3 Physical attributes for control of Spaciousness
Spatial envelopment (Spaciousness) is influenced by the level and direction of 
arrival of the later reflections in the reverberant sound-field (Brad95a). To create 
stimuli for 5 -  loudspeaker playback the gains of the reverb returns to 4 o f the 5 
loudspeaker channels can be manipulated to keep the total level of reverberation 
energy constant but change the inter-channel conelation or the direction o f arrival. 
Reverberation in the centre front loudspeaker is generally not needed as a very 
diffuse sound can be created with reverberation in just 4 loudspeakers. If the 
artificial reverberation is set up such that the earliest reflection falls after 50 ms., 
then reflections can be added to the sound without altering perceived localization 
of the direct sound. These late arrivals are interpreted by the auditory system as a 
separate sound or as part of a ‘background stream’ (Grie97).
A low spaciousness condition of two-channel reverb fed to the left and right 
front loudspeakers is useful because it allows comparison with familiar two- 
channel stereophony. The same two signals fed equally at reduced level (to keep 
the energy constant between conditions) to both front and rear loudspeakers 
provides a medium spaciousness condition. The high spaciousness condition is 4 
independent channels o f reverberation fed at appropriate level to the 4 
independent loudspeakers. The three conditions have differing angular distribution 
of late arriving sound but identical power, and thus would have or LEDT
values (if such could be measured for reproduced sound, in a small room) that are 
low, medium, and high in the range of practical values for 5-channel reproduction 
systems.
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2.3 The use of sensory evaluation techniques in sound quality
assessment
Different research questions require different research techniques. There are 
three common research questions that show up in listening tests on audio 
systems:
• Is there an audible difference between these two things?
• In what qualities are these things different?
• Which of these is better?
The question to which we want an answer determines to a great extent the 
appropriate experimental technique.
For the first question I might wish to know if  the new thick cables in my audio 
system caused an audible difference from the old thin cables. I might wish to 
know if  my compressed MP3-format audio file sounded the same as the 
Compact Disc recording from which it was created. These call for a discrimination 
test, such as the A/B/X procedure (Clar91). A forced choice approach is called 
for, where the listener must select the “odd” stimulus from among a set where 
only one of the three or more choices is actually physically different. The 
procedure in the ITU-R Recommendation BS. 1116: Methods fo r  Subjective 
Evaluation o f  Small Impairments in audio systems including multichannel sound 
systems (ITUR97) is another discrimination test, but it also includes a scaled 
response so that the degree of difference can be measured. It should be noted that 
finding a difference between two items does not give any indication o f which of 
the two is better. This procedure is generally used with a “reference” stimulus 
that is presumed to be perfect and a test stimulus which represents some device in 
the signal chain which might have an audible effect on the signal quality. These 
tests are useful for determining whether a product fulfills a “transparency” 
criteria, and for doing “go/no-go” testing o f whether a supposedly transparent 
device in the audio chain is operating properly, but they cannot for example, tell 
the developer of a rejected audio data-reduction codec why his product was found 
to be non-transparent, the nature of the signal degradation that was heard. Because 
a test such as BS. 1116 is used in situations where a false finding of “no 
difference” could be a very big problem, it is designed to be very sensitive. 
Listeners are usually screened for acuity and often specially trained in the 
detection of typical audible impairments for the systems under test (Grus94).
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To find the nature of the audible differences between products, ratings can be 
made on a set of measurement scales, each scale providing a numerical 
measurement for the perceived intensity of the attribute in question. The selection 
o f sufficient and appropriate attributes for such scale was discussed above. A 
panel of subjects for the listening tests is chosen, if it is not in fact the panel 
involved in the development of attribute scales. The selection process might
include tests of the subjects to screen out those who are unable to reliably
discriminate between stimuli, or whose rating scores are not stable when they rate 
the same stimuli at different times (Hans87). The panel is trained in the test 
procedure, familiarized with the range of materials which will be presented, and 
trained in the descriptive language. The audio stimuli from the systems under test 
are presented in standardized conditions. The subjects make, for each stimulus, a 
rating on each of the attribute scales provided. These data are then analyzed on a 
subject by subject and scale by scale basis.
The third type of question involves preference, the likes and dislikes of the
listener. Single examples can be presented and ratings on a scale such as “dislike 
extremely” to “like extremely”. Stimuli can be presented in pairs, trios, or larger 
groups for ranking by the subject. Preference data can be analyzed using binomial 
distribution statistics, counting the number of subjects preferring one item over 
another, as a proportion of the total. Preference testing is generally done with 
naive (non-expert, non-trained) listeners (Lawl98) because experts “come with a 
technical and potentially biased frame of reference for evaluating the products”. 
For evaluation of whether the quality is acceptable, the single presentation and 
rating scale is preferable, because rankings will not indicate that any of the stimuli 
are o f a suitable quality -  one could be preferred over all of the others, and yet 
still be bad.
Doehlert (Doeh68) recommends use of rating scale methods when:
• The number of stimuli to be evaluated is large
• The attributes of interest are known and easily interpreted
• The subjects are well trained in evaluating the attributes
He suggests the use of pair comparison or ranking techniques when the 
attributes are not specific, such as for questions of preference. This suggestion 
holds for any inherently multidimensional judgment, such as overall similarity.
The sensory qualities of auditory stimuli are multidimensional, and all of the 
above techniques can provide data suitable for various forms of multivariate 
statistical analysis. All experimental variables should be thought out to ensure a
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repeatable and valid result that is sensitive enough to reveal the differences that do 
exist, yet done in such a way that factors other than audible differences between 
stimuli do not bias the outcome.
2.3.1 Controlling the variables:
Technical and environmental variables in listening tests
Toole (Tool87) calls a number of physical factors in the listening test 
environment “Nuisance Variables” . These are factors which are not audible 
differences between stimuli in the test, but which can confound the results of an 
experiment if not controlled. The first o f the these is the listening room. It is 
desirable that the room is typical of the rooms used by the end-users of whatever 
is under test, yet there are other (possibly conflicting) requirements. It must be of 
adequate volume for the level of sound to be used in the tests. It should not have 
an inherently unpleasant timbre, it should be suitably damped so that the listener 
is primarily in a direct sound field. Loudspeakers and listeners should both be far 
enough from the walls that adjacent boundary interactions at high frequencies are 
not a problem. (1 or more meters away from boundaries). Chair backs should not 
be higher than the shoulders of the listener(s), otherwise interferences will be 
generated. The loudspeaker drivers should be unoccluded in the view of each 
listening position. Essentially, in the conditions that are the same for all stimuli, 
any factors that have the potential to mask differences between the stimuli should 
be reduced as much as is possible.
Stimuli that are perceived having differences in timbre could in fact be 
physically identical but for a slight difference in level. The sound level should be 
matched between stimuli, to a precision appropriate to the overall differences 
between the items under test. A sound level that is appropriate for the music and 
the tastes of the listeners should be chosen for the test.
The program material that is used in testing should be program that exercises 
the dimensions which reveal the differences between the items under test 
(McK96).
The audio path for playback of the stimuli should be free of faults, level 
imbalances, clipping, inappropriate impedances, and switching that itself has an 
audible effect due to inadequate switch contacts. The signal path should be the 
same for all channels to avoid any polarity reversals or shifts due to equipment
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non-linearity. Effort should be made to minimize background noise from electrical 
and ventilation equipment, which could mask audible differences between stimuli.
Test objects should be hidden from view, by acoustically transparent screens 
for loudspeakers if loudspeakers are the system under test. It is loiown that non­
blind tests, where the subjects know the identity of each stimulus, give very 
different data than blind tests (Tool94). The room should be otherwise 
comfortable in lighting, temperature, and color.
Progressive order effects
A given subject’s evaluations will change over the course of an experiment due 
to increased sensitivity because of practice and experience at the task and because 
of fatigue. The perception and judgment of the listener will vary with the context 
of the presentation of stimuli. Different subjects have different criteria of 
detection of differences, and will apply the units differently on qualitative scales. 
Different subjects bring differing levels of listening expertise, interest, and 
attention.
We must “do something” about each of the sources of variance that are 
extraneous to the variables we wish to measure. Some of these effects can be 
eliminated -  if tests are run with only one listener at a time in the room then even 
unconscious collusion is eliminated as a source of bias in the scores. Factors such 
as progressive listener effects and context effects may be difficult or impossible to 
eliminate, but protection against them can still be gained through randomization or 
counterbalancing. The particular groupings of stimuli that are presented early in 
the test for one subject should be presented late or more in the middle for other 
subjects, the order either systematically (incomplete counterbalancing using a latin 
square, for example) or randomly varied between each subject. Care should be 
taken that stimuli which present especially difficult judgments do not appear 
often in similar context. If the extraneous factors are all controlled in such a way 
that they are not confounded with the variable of interest, then the contributions 
of all of the extraneous factors can be combined and labeled “chance” (FreuSO).
2.3.2 Multidimensional Scaling
Multidimensional Scaling is a group of procedures that transform unidirectional 
expressions of relationship into 2 -, 3-, or «-dimensional maps o f the same 
relationships. Stimuli are modeled by points in a space in such a way that spatial 
proximity between points in the map represents similarity between stimuli in the
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observations of the listeners. The use o f Multidimensional scaling is most 
applicable when the objective is either to achieve comparative evaluations of 
stimuli when the underlying perceptual dimensions are unknown, or to explore 
and identify unrecognized perceptual dimensions. It is unnecessary to specify any 
attribute scales upon which to compare stimuli. The first decision in the process 
of performing an MDS analysis is to chose the stimuli to be evaluated. There 
must be a basis of comparison. It is a technique of relative positioning, so it is in 
the interest of the researcher to include all relevant stimuli, as the maps that result 
can be greatly influenced by what is included or omitted. The next decision is 
whether the research question is better served by an analysis of similarity or by 
an analysis of preference. With ratings o f similarity/difference, there is no 
question that measuies goodness or badness of the stimuli. Similarity based maps 
do not give any insight into the determination of choice on the pait of the subject. 
Preference based maps do show in relative terms what is good and what is bad, 
but may not relate clearly to similarity based maps because the subjects’ criteria 
of comparison may be different when choice is involved.
Selection and number of stimuli
The objects to be compared must be comparable, there must be common 
physical or perceptual characteristics that the test subjects can use for evaluation. 
There is advantage in having a small number of objects so that the listening test is 
of manageable duration, and there is advantage in having a large number of objects 
to assure a stable multidimensional solution. Hair (Hair98) gives a guideline that 
for a stable solution it is wise to have four times as many objects as the number of 
dimensions you anticipate in the solution. Thus for a two-dimensional solution 
there should be at least 8 stimuli in the test. The recommendations of other 
authors vary from as few as 6 to as many as 12 objects of comparison being 
advisable for a stable solution, while in the mathematical theory the number of 
dimensions is limited to one less than the number of objects. When more than ten 
matrices are to be analyzed, the guidelines can be weakened -  so, for example, if 
the technique of weighted individual differences scaling were to be used with more 
then ten subjects then the number of stimuli needn’t be as high as 4 times the 
desired number of dimensions (Schi81).
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Collection of data
Similarities data can be collected from confusion data or derived from scores on 
attribute scales, but it is most commonly obtained by asking the subjects to judge 
the similarity of every possible pair of stimuli. If the comparison is of rank only, 
then the input measure of similarity should be classified as non-metric in the 
software that performs the analysis. If the comparison is a scaled judgment, then 
it counts as metric input to the MDS model. An example of a response form for a 
scaled judgement is shown in figure 5.
How similar are the two stimuli:
dissimilar identical
Figure 5: Response form for MDS
Collection of preference data can be done by direct ranking of a small number 
of stimuli, however with audio stimuli it is difficult to simultaneously compare 
several examples. Paired comparison technique, where each object is compared to 
each other possible object in individual comparisons, is generally used for 
Preference judgments. The drawback is the large number of pairs which must be 
judged during the process. The common purpose for both similarity and 
preference data collection is to get a series of unidimensional responses that
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represent the judgments of the subjects. It is expected that different respondents 
will have different dimensionality in their judgments, that different subjects will 
not place the same importance on any dimension, and that the judgments of a 
subject may even vary over time.
Getting to the MDS solution
Practical use of MDS is made possible by various computer programs that do 
the bulk of the repetitive computational work automatically. MDS solutions can 
be derived by hand, but is extremely tedious work. The typical algorithm shown 
in figure 6 starts by (a) creating an initial coordinate matrix with the number of 
dimensions specified by the user. Basically it guesses at a solution at random, and 
then (b) checks to see how closely the distances between points in the map 
correspond to the measured distances that were the input. If the (c) “goodness of 
fit” does not meet the completion criteria the points on the map are jiggled a bit, 
(moved in directions in which give the best improvements in fit) and returned to 
step (b) again. When the fit of the points in the map is close enough to reasonably 
represent the measured distances, it meets the criteria and the process is 
terminated. A degenerate solution is evidenced by either clusters of objects at two 
ends o f a single diminution, or a circular pattern where all objects are shown as 
equally similar.
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not good enough goodenougl^ end
Work out how best to 
update the coordinates
Calculate distances 
between points
Calculate the disparities 
from the measured distances
Guess Coordinates
Check if it is close enough
Figure 6: Simple summary o f  the MDS Algorithm
Selecting the number of dimensions
Fit nearly always improves as the number of dimensions increases, but it is 
much easier to subjectively interpret a smaller number of dimensions, so a 
combination of the best fit in the smallest number of dimensions is a goal for the 
result. Of the three methods for determining the best number of dimensions for 
the solution, the most obvious is subjective evaluation. The user derives maps for 
a number of options and observes which ones seem to make sense (Hair98[8j). A 
stress measure is an indication of the proportion of the variance of the disparities 
which is not accounted for in the solution. It is used as a goodness of fit measure. 
Stress is lowest when the stimuli are mapped in a configuration where the 
distances between stimuli in the map closely match the perceptual distances 
between stimuli measured by the subjects. A numerical value of stress can be a 
criterion for accepting a solution with a particular number of dimensions, however 
the stress does tend to decrease as the number of dimensions increases, so a better
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way is to plot the stress against the number of dimensions in a scree plot (Figure 
7). If there is a knee in the scree plot, this indicates that there is a substantial 
improvement in fit obtained up to that number of dimensions but diminishing 
improvement with representation in more dimensions.
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Figure 7: Scree plot o f  stress
Interpreting the stimulus space
Multidimensional scaling has been described as like “providing the dependent 
variable (similarity among objects) and figuring out what the independent variables 
(perceptual dimensions) must be. The task of interpreting the stimulus space that 
results from the MDS procedure is the task o f finding the definitions of the 
dimensions that the subjects used to make the comparisons. The stimulus space 
contains one point to depict each stimulus. In weighted MDS there is a derived 
space that includes all subjects, each subject is represented by a personal subject 
space as well.
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The first stage of interpretation is subjective and involves looking at the 
representations to detect pattern or structure to the arrangement o f points. Such 
structure can be the dimensions on which the graph is drawn or other bipolar lines 
in other directions which also show the stimuli varying continuously. Not all 
patterns are bipolar dimensions, especially in representations derived with a low 
number of dimensions. The structure can be clusters of similar points or regions of 
the space where the points represent stimuli with shared characteristics. In cases 
where dozens of stimuli are analyzed a cylindrex pattern may emerge, this pattern 
is a familiar representation of color space where the different hues form a circle 
and the different intensities or brightnesses are represented by distance from 
center. The next step is to ascribe meanings to the patterns that have been found, 
and for this step information obtained externally from the scaling is brought into 
the analysis. This information could be knowledge of the physical characteristics 
of the stimuli, attribute analysis made by the subjects, intuitions or hunches of the 
subjects if  they are asked to provide an interpretation of the resulting graphs, or 
attributes selected by the researcher based upon expectations of what would be 
found.
According to Kruskal and Wish (Krus78) the most common method of 
interpretation is to: “look for lines in the space, possibly at right angles to each 
other, such that the stimuli projecting at opposite extremes of a line differ from 
each other in some discernible way”. The researcher can look first at the big 
differences, at the stimuli which are most dissimilar, and ask in what way(s) they 
differ. Next the small differences, the stimuli that group closely together, can be 
looked at, with the question of what properties they share. The axes for 
interpretation need not be at right angles to each other. Tree-structures can be 
created to order the data from highest to lowest similarity.
In circumstances where attribute ratings by the same subjects on the same 
stimuli exist, objective methods to find the best correspondence between the 
attributes and the dimensions in the perceptual space can be used. Such ratings 
cannot be made by the subjects simultaneously with or before the difference 
judgments, however, as the subjects will be predisposed to use the provided 
adjectives in their evaluation and this will be a bias against any attribute for which 
an adjective has not been supplied.
The weighting applied to each subject’s observations in order to derive the 
common space is illlustrated in a graph of the subject space. The subject space 
contains vectors, one vector for each subject. The differences between the vectors
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in length and direction indicate the differences between the subjects in their 
perception of the stimuli. The vector orientation records the importance of each 
dimension for the subject. Where vector end points cluster together, the subjects 
have similar perception of the stimuli. When a vector for a subject is oriented very 
close to one dimension this shows that the subject accords high salience to the 
dimension in question and comparatively lower salience to other dimensions.
Preference mapping
Preferences can also be used to derive perceptual maps, or preferences can be 
placed as points within a pre-specified map of perceptual differences that was 
derived from similarity judgments. The objective is to be able to predict 
preference based upon knowledge of the positions of the stimuli on the attribute 
scales shovm by the perceptual maps.
In an internal analysis the spatial map of both subject and stimulus points is 
derived solely from the preference judgments. This can be a map with the 
preferences represented as vectors (figure 8), or in the case of weighted unfolding 
analysis of preference data, as points in a common distance space with the 
stimulus points (figure 9). If there is a matrix for each subject that shows in each 
cell the degree to which the row object is preferred to the column object, then each 
stimulus can be represented in a space in such a way that when stimulus a is 
better than stimulus b for a particular subject, the point for stimulus a will be 
beyond stimulus b in the direction of the vector associated with that subject. 
Alternatively, the observations can be re-coded into a rectangular matrix with the 
subjects as the rows and the treatments (or stimuli) as the columns. Each score in 
the matrix relates a subject to a stimulus. The result is equivalent to the Coombs 
ideal point model for multidimensional unfolding. (Shep72). The subject points 
and stimulus points occupy the same space such that for any subject, the distance 
between the subject point and any stimulus indicates the relative preference for 
that stimulus, with smaller distances denoting higher preference.
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dimension 2
dimension 1
□ subject vector 
O stimuius n
Figure 8: Vector model showing preference order a>  d>  c>  b
External preference mapping can be thought of as finding correlations between 
the values of stimuli on a sensory dimension (as found in the multidimensional 
scaling analysis of differences) and magnitudes of the preference for the stimuli 
determined in a separate judgment of stimulus quality. The software that is used 
for these analyses will perform both vector and ideal point mappings. The 
greatest difference in theory between internal and external mappings of preference 
is that the underlying map represents similarity in a perceptual space for the 
external analyses and represents perceived quality in an evaluative space for the 
internal mappings. In some research there is little difference between the spaces in 
practice, but this should not be assumed to be the case. Audible differences 
between stimuli can be obvious and yet unimportant in determining overall 
preference.
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dimension 2
dimension 1
□ subject ideai point 
O stimulus n
Figure 9: Ideal point model showing preference order c>  b>  d>  a
The practical difference between internal and external analyses results from the 
real possibility that a degenerate solution will result from implementation of the 
ideal point model in internal mapping. If the interpretational advantages of the 
ideal point model are desired, external analysis should be planned for. Use of the 
vector model presupposes that preference is a monotonie function, while the ideal 
point model assumes merely that some amount o f the attribute in question is 
ideal, and thus it can map a single peaked response for preference. The vector 
model maps a special case of the ideal point model, in which the ideal points are 
all greater than the maximum value of any stimuli on any dimension.
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3 METHODOLOGY
3.1 Overview
The purpose of these experiments was to map, for audio playback on a 5 -  
loudspeaker surround system, the dimensions of preference and of the audible 
differences between stimuli, using sound stimuli that have been created to vaiy 
physical aspects of the signals that aie theorized to influence localization quality 
and spaciousness. This was done using blind listening tests. The preference 
mapping shows how each treatment influences overall audio quality. The 
hypothesis for the mapping of audibility of differences is that if  these signal 
manipulations really do influence perception o f localization quality and 
spaciousness, then dimensions associated with these factors should be revealed in 
the mapping of the sensory space, although in the context of this study it cannot 
be proven that the revealed dimensions aie the desired ones without a subsequent 
experiment with the same stimuli and subjects using a semantic technique.
For the purposes of this experiment Tocalization quality’ will be taken to mean 
the value of r^, the vector length in an equation describing perception of summing 
localization, which has been shown by Gerzon (Gerz92c) to relate to the stability 
‘focus’ and size of the localized sound image. Poor localization quality implies 
ambiguity of sound location rather than error of azimuth for the purposes of this 
study.
Spaciousness is varied by manipulating the playback material to change the 
arrival direction of the late lateral portion of the reverberation. While this physical 
correlate to a preceptual dimension was derived from concert-hall research, 
(Brad96) it should be noted that the experiments in that research used loudspeaker 
reproduction to simulate the concert-hall environment.
Factors will generally effect preference in one of two ways. In the first model 
some amount is ideal and having either more than ideal or less than ideal will 
reduce perceived quality. Preference in the second model varies with the quantity 
of the attribute in question, this is sometimes called the “more is better” model 
although “less is better” can also be the case. Three levels of treatment for each of 
the factors should be sufficient to show which model applies, and also results in 
few enough stimuli to give a manageable duration to the listening tests.
A common fault in preference testing of sound recording techniques is that 
elements o f the sound other than the variable under test are also allowed to
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change, such as microphone frequency response covarying with the desired 
independent variable, stereophonic technique. In order to avoid this problem, the 
tests are conducted with monophonic program material that has been artificially 
manipulated. This has enabled level and timbre to be held constant while the 
localization quality and spatial impression are changed.
The test was a scaled pair-comparison design. Subjects were asked to scale 
their preference and to scale the magnitude of the audible difference between each 
pair of stimuli. 3 values of and 3 values of LG°°go were used to create 9 stimuli. 
Two of the 9 stimuli were omitted so that all of the stimuli in the test were 
distinguishable, to make the task manageable for the subjects. Preference data were 
converted to binary form for use in analysis, the scaled data was used for 
exploratory MDS analysis.
This chapter describes the procedures involved in preparing the auditory 
stimuli, the measurement scales, the population of subjects, the pilot study, 
equipment and environment used to administer the test, laboratory procedures, 
data recording, and data analysis.
3.2 Research design
3.2.1 Treatments of independent variables
Audio program items for the pilot experiment were recorded in the Studio 1 
performance space of the Performing Arts Technology Studios at the University 
of Surrey. 6 Brüel & Kjær model 4006 (12mm) omnidirectional microphones were 
set up with the capsules at a height of approximately 1.2 0 m. and oriented 
vertically. The microphones were placed at Om., 0.5m., Im., 2m., 4m., and 8m., 
from the nearest edge of the acoustical sound source. The output from each 
microphone was fed through a console microphone preamplifier to an individual 
channel of a multitrack digital audio tape recorder (Tascam DA-88). Examples of 
piano and soprano voice were recorded. A highly experienced recordist of classical 
music found that the signal from microphone 3 (1.0m) gave the most natural 
sounding recording when processed for panning and spaciousness. A different 
example was recorded in Seiji Ozawa Concert Hall at Tanglewood, with a small 
chamber trio as the source. The sound was captured with a Neumann model KM- 
131 omnidirectional microphone centered above the ensemble at a height of 2m. 
This example was used for the main experiment.
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Spaciousness is influenced by the level and direction of arrival o f the later 
reflections in the reverberant sound-field (Brad95). For this experiment the gains 
of the reverb returns to 4 of the 5 loudspeaker channels are manipulated to keep 
the total level of reverberation constant but change the direction of arrival for the 
reverberant energy. Late (after 50 ms.) reflections can be added to the sound 
without altering perceived localization of the direct sound because the additional 
arrivals are interpreted by the auditory system as a separate sound or as part of a 
‘background stream’ (Grie97a). The reverberant energy added to these examples is 
delayed by 80ms., to avoid interference with the perceived localization, and 
therefore when the original monaural source material was recorded with some 
(monaural) early reflections to partially fill the time gap so that none of the late 
reflections are perceived as an echo.
Source recordings were fed digitally to an input of a Yamaho 02r mixing 
console. It was sent at equal level to the two built-in digital reverberators in the 
02r, and parameters were set such that the earliest return from a reverberator was 
80ms. behind the direct sound. The "large hall" setting on the reverberation device 
was used, and non-identical reverb times of approximately 2.4 seconds were 
programmed. For low spaciousness stimuli the stereo return from reverb 1 was 
routed to the signal busses feeding the left front and right front speakers only, at 
a level determined by ear for a natural sounding recording. For the medium 
spaciousness stimuli, the stereo return from reverb 1 was routed to the left front 
and right front speakers, and also left and right sunound speakers. This was done 
using an appropriate panning law to give lateral placement and equivalent power 
to the low spaciousness case. By calculation and by ear this gave equivalent 
loudness between the two treatments. For the high spaciousness stimuli the stereo 
return from reverb 1 was routed to the busses feeding the left front and right front 
speakers only, and the non-correlated return from reverb 2 was routed to the 
busses feeding the left and right surround speakers. The level of the returns to the 
various speakers were tailored to match the power of the previous cases. Again, 
by calculation and by informal subjective opinion this gave equivalent loudness 
between treatments.
Localization quality is manipulated in the playback examples according to 
principles described in Gerzon’s ‘Metatheory of Auditory Localization’ 
(Gerz92a) that are valid for a single listener equidistant from all loudspeakers and 
free to move his or her head. The restriction of the listening position to the centre 
of the loudspeakers will be observed for the listening tests. Stereophonic sound
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relies upon the creation of an illusion that sound is originating from points in 
space between the loudspeakers. Vector addition can describe the perceived 
location of a signal played simultaneously from several equidistant sources, both 
for low-frequency signals (‘Velocity’ localization) and for mid-frequency 
‘summing’ localization (‘Energy’ localization). Gerzon (Gerz92c) claimed that 
best audio quality results when as many as possible of the various auditory 
localization mechanisms give the same sound-source direction, and when the image 
‘size’ or ‘focus’ is uniform for all directions. When not considering head- or 
pinna-related localization cues, the perceived source location o f a given set of 
loudspeaker signals can be determined as follows:
Definitions:
0x = The perceived angle of incidence, according to the
model of localization involving ‘x ’. (‘v ’ is low frequency phase 
localization, ‘e’ is mid-frequency summing localization.) 0 ° is 
forward, positive values to the right (clockwise), 
fh = The location of loudspeaker ‘n’. 0° is forward, positive
values to the right (clockwise). The speakers in these tests will be 
positioned at -110°, -30°, 0°, +30°, and +110°.
There are i loudspeakers in the system. Each is fed from a panned monophonic 
signal. The gain of the signal in each loudspeaker is represented by (Gn): i.e. the 
gain in speaker 1 is G l.
We first find the total sound 'magnitude' at the listener location. For a signal 
that is distributed to 5 loudspeakers, the velocity magnitude at the listener 
location is the sum of the five gains, the energy magnitude is the sum of their 
squares:
Gv =G1+G2+G3+G4+G5 (2)
Ge=Gl2+G22+G32+G42+G52 (3)
The vector direction that goes with this sum is determined by drawing a vector 
of length Gi pointing at each loudspeaker, and then doing a vector sum. When Gi 
is represented as a vector, the x-axis component is equal to
n
^ G z  cos fz (4)
z = 1
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and the y-axis component of Gi is equal to
n
^ G i  sin fi (5)
i=  1
To take the vector sum, the x-axis components are summed, and the y-axis 
components are summed:
Glcos /l+G 2cos t2+G3cos /3+G4cos /1+G5cos f5  (6)
and
G ls in /l +G2sin /2+G3sin ^ + G 4sin  74+G5sin /5  (7)
To 'normalize' the length of the summed vector it is divided by the summed 
magnitude:
(Glcos yi+G2cos.^+G3cos./3+G4cos74+G5cos/5) 
rvCOsGv- (G1+G2+G3+G4+G5)
. (G lsin/l+G 2sin^+G 3sin^+G 4sin/4+G 5sin/5)
= --------------  (G1+G2+G3+G4+G5)'--------
(Gl^cos /l+ G 2 ^cos.^+G3^cos /3+G4^cos /4+G52cos /5)
“  (GP+G22+G32+G42+G52)
. ,  (Gl2sin/l+G22sin^+G32sin/2+G42sin/4+G52sin/5)
-----------'------ (G12:G22+G32+G42+G52)-------------^  (" >
The normalized vector can be plotted with x=i*x cos 0x and y=rx sin ©x. The 
vector length of the normalized vector is (rx), and the direction that the vector 
points is (©x). Since (r) is equal in (r cos ©) and (r sin ©), the values of (©) an (r) 
can be derived.: We know the value of (©v) and (©J:
©v=arctan (rv sin ©y/rv cos ©v) ©e=arctan (re sin ©e/rg cos ©e) (12)
With the value of (rx cos ©x ) from equations 8 and 10 and the value of (©x) from 
equation 12, we can derive the value of (rx):
ry= (rycos ©y/cos©v) rg= (recos ©e/cos©e) (13)
Equivalently with the value of (tx sin ©x ) from equations 9 and 11 and the value 
of (©x) from equation 12, we can know the value of (I'x):
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t y =  (rysin  © v /s in © v ) re= ( le s in  © e/sin © e) (1 4 )
Ideally ©v = ©e: both of these auditory localization mechanisms indicating the 
same sound-source direction. The values of and would be 1 for real point 
sources or sound from a single loudspeaker. If ry = 1 the perceived sound location 
will remain stationary as the head is moved, a desirable attribute for natural 
sounding reproduction. The value of Vq describes the image focus. The value of Vq 
can be increased by assigning a greater proportion of the energy to the 
loudspeakers that are closest to the desired perceived sound source direction. The 
value of Tq can be decreased by assigning a greater proportion of the energy to the 
loudspeakers that are far from the desired perceived sound source direction. This 
can be done while maintaining ©y and ©g constant. The test program examples are 
made such that the sound source direction is constant at 0°, but the quality of 
image focus is varied. Any perceived increase apparent source width (ASW) due 
to the panning should not influence the perception of the spaciousness as defined 
by Bradley and Soulodre.
The three values of rg used in this experiment were 0.9, 0.5, and 0.1. The value 
of 1.0 represented by sound from a single front centre loudspeaker was found to 
be so disparate in timbre that it was not used. For reference, note that the value of 
rg for a source panned centrally between two loudspeakers at 60° is 0 .8 6 6 .
GAIN
re SURROUND LEFT & RIGHT CENTRE
LOUDSPEAKERS LOUDSPEAKERS LOUDSPEAKER
1.0 no signal no signal 1.0
0.9 no signal -4.5 dB - 6 dB
0.5 - 8 dB -6.7 dB - 6 dB
0.1 -5 d B -9 d B -10 dB
Table 1: Loudspeaker gain fo r various levels o f  r^
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3.2.2 Dependent Variables
The first dependent variable is a rating of preference. This is done on a bipolar 
scale -  which requires some explanation, but once it is grasped by the subjects it 
becomes a simple task. The centre of the scale at the zero mark represents no 
preference for either stimulus. A mark to the left of centre represents preference 
for the first stimulus. A mark to the right of zero represents preference for the 
second of the pair. The farther firom centre the mark is, the stronger the indicated 
preference. The ends of the line are mar ked "strong preference for A" and "strong 
preference for B". This procedure was used in a pilot experiment and was found 
to give reliable data. Figure 10 shows the response form that was used.
Figure 10: Response sheet fo r a bipolar scale ofpreference
The second independent variable is a rating of dissimilaiity. One end of the line 
is marked "exact same" and the other end o f the line is marked "most different" 
(figure 11). Visual training on how to use the response forms for judgements was 
conducted. A set of cards with reproduction images of William Morris wallpaper 
designs was used for a structured but unrecorded training experiment. Before 
beginning the listening test, subjects performed ratings o f preference and 
difference for pairs of cards with different floral prints, until it became clear that 
they understood the task. The actual experiment used a computer system for both 
stimulus presentation and recording responses, and students were allowed to 
practice with this using non-experimental stimuli until they felt comfortable.
Exactly
I Most
Different
Figure 11: Response sheetfor a scale o f  dissimilarity
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These variables (the two scaling responses per stimulus pair) require little 
training because they are non-semantic. Naive subjects are not accustomed to 
expressing auditory dissimilarities with words, and labels for attribute scales 
might be words that already have other meanings for the subjects (Plom87).
The subjects were chosen from the available population by the sample-of- 
convenience strategy, i.e., the first people encountered who were both willing and 
available during an open time slot. Because this is a study o f perceptual 
phenomena, the assumption expressed by Fife-Schaw (FifeOO) as "all humans are 
likely to be similar' and any collection of people willing to do your experiment will 
be OK" is a reasonably safe one. Having more than ten subjects allows the 
constraints upon the number of stimuli necessary for multidimensional scaling to 
be weakened, thus making the tests shorter for all subjects. There is strong 
support in the community of researchers doing subjective testing in audio for the 
use of expert subject in order to increase sensitivity and reliability, the food 
industry in contrast uses non-experts for most preference testing because, 
according to Lawless (Lawl98), experts “come with a technical and potentially 
biased frame of reference for evaluating the products”. Although non-expert panel 
was used in this case in order to avoid problems with external validity, four o f the 
eleven subjects were music or tonmeister students. The subjects were all students 
at the University of Surrey. Three were female. Two were postgraduate students.
3.2.3 Pilot study
Many of the decisions on the number of stimuli, number of comparisons, and 
number of subjects were as a result of the experience of a pilot study done to 
explore perceptual dimensions of multichannel audio. A decision was made to 
evaluate the use of multidimensional scaling for the purpose of exploring 
underlying dimensions in spatial audio. The “attribute free” approach, where it is 
unnecessary to specify any attribute scales upon which to compare stimuli, was 
seen as an advantage in a field o f study where agreed attribute scales are not 
available (Bech99). I chose to include stimuli that varied on localization quality 
parameters of Gerzon (Gerz92b) because I was using those equations at the time 
for the design of multichannel coincident microphone techniques, and it gave me 
further opportunity to hear the effects of change in those parameters. I chose to 
include panning of reverb for similar reason, as a chance to create controlled 
artificial sound materials. By using signals of interest varying on two independent 
physical factors I thought the dimensions of the resulting preference space would
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be well established. For the pilot experiment subjects were asked only about 
preference, specifically “how much better is one sample than the other”. I also 
wanted to see if the resulting preference space could serve as a useful map of the 
perceptual space, because i f  the dimensions of a stimulus space are important then 
they should, I thought, be part of the criteria for choosing what is good over what 
is bad. Three different source recordings were used to create the stimuli, a loud 
piano passage, a soft piano passage, and a selection from a soprano aria. Each 
musical selection was used in the creation of 9 processed stimuli, for a total of 27 
stimuli pairsfor each source, after a few selected comparisons were omitted. 
Comparisons were made only within each source material, I did not try to get 
subjects to rate piano against soprano, for example. The listening tests took place 
in a recording studio control room. The stimuli were presented to the subject using 
a multichannel digital tape, each stimulus pair was played twice, with 30 seconds 
of blank tape between pairs to give time for entering scores. Each subject was 
given a stack of cards printed with a response line, the trial number, the date and 
the subject number. There was one card for each judgement, so that there would 
not be visible reminder of ratings from previous pairs to add to any context 
effects. Because of the large number of comparisons the listening sessions were 
over 90 minutes long for each subject, and two sessions were required to complete 
the set of all desired comparisons. There was some attrition of subjects leaving me 
with a few incomplete datasets.
During the experiment, it became clear from listener comments and later from 
the data that something was wrong, and review of the tapes showed that due to a 
bad cable in the system assembled to create the various level and panning 
differences between the loudspeaker channels, there was a 6dB level imbalance 
that was confounded with some of the factors under test for several of the 
subjects. Nonetheless, interesting results were obtained -  the cable problem 
(audible as a shift of the phantom centre to the left) was the strongest dimension 
for some subjects. Subsets of the incomplete datasets could still be used to get 
interpretable MDS output, and there was strong agreement between subjects in 
spite of the many factors which would be expected to greatly reduce the 
sensitivity of the test. Subjects found some comparisons very difficult because 
they could not discern audible differences between them, and I believe this to be 
due to interaction between the two treatments of the stimuli -  the very “fuzzy” 
example of localization quality masks the difference betweeen low and medium 
catagories of spaciousness processing. It is better to leave these out of the
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experiment and thus make the experience shorter, easier and more enjoyable for 
the volunteer subjects.
o
o
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Figure 12: Scree plot for Subject 04 o f  the pilot test, fo r Soprano soundsource
The representative scree plot in Figure 12 shows that in this instance a 4- 
dimensional interpretation could be legitimate. To interpret a stimulus space graph 
(figure 13), note that each stimulus is represented by a point in the space. Any 
two stimuli which are perceptually very similar should have little distance 
between them in the map. The stimuli are labeled on the response graphs using 
classification of I, m, or h which indicates the configuration of the reverb signals as 
low, medium, or high spaciousness, followed by the parameter value for 
localization quality. Note below for example that h f  the high spaciousness, low 
localization quality example is very close to I f  so in this case signals with 
physical similarities (a low value of the parameter re), are similar in the subjects 
derived perceptual space. m5, 15, and h5 were examples with image shift in the 
experiment, which seems to be strongly associated with dimension 1 in this graph.
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Figure 13: Dimensions 1 & 2 for Subject 04 o f the pilot test, fo r  Soprano
soundsource
One difficulty with the interpretation of the output from the pilot study is that 
the distances represent dominance data rather than similarity data. The task given 
to the listeners was to rate how much they liked one example better than the 
other, so small distances in the graph indicate things that are similarly liked, rather 
than things which sound similar. The spaces resulting fr om the different questions 
have been comparable in some studies, but this is not inevitably so. The visual 
perceptual difference between blue and yellow dishwashing sponges, for example, 
is great on the dimension color but this difference may not be as evident in a 
subject’s choice of which sponge is better. The dominance map is not a 
particularly useful representation of the preference space, as there is also no way 
to identify from it what is good and what is bad. There are other classes o f 
multidimensional scaling which ar e much more appropriate for generating useful 
maps o f preference, one of these is described and used below for the analysis of 
the main experiment.
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The pilot study suffered from equipment malfunction, but the most helpful 
problem with the pilot study was attrition -  several of the subjects did not 
complete all of the trials. This can be attributed partly to the difficulty of the 
task, and partly to the large number of comparisons that each subject had to make. 
The task was made more difficult than it needed to be because some o f the 
stimulus pairs were effectively indistinguishable. By removing two of the low- 
envelopment stimuli, the number of “difficult” stimulus pairs was greatly reduced. 
The total number of comparisons was reduced by using only one source recording 
rather than three. Instead of 81 pairs to compare (plus a few repeats) in the pilot 
study, listeners in the main experiment had 21 stimulus pairs to evaluate. 
Analysis of the useable data from the pilot experiment showed that otherwise the 
experiment was quite feasible and likely to provide good data with a small subject 
pool.
3.2.4 Environmental Conditions
The listening room for the main experiment was the ITU-R BSl 116-1 
specification room at the University of Surrey. This is 7.3 x 5.3 m. room that is 
heavily damped with broadband absorption such that any reflections of sound 
from the 6 room surfaces are at least 10 dB less than the direct sound during the 
first 15 ms after the direct sound. This is done to minimize the effect of the room 
upon the perceived sound reproduction. An adjacent room houses playback 
workstation and experimenter.
The reproduction system comprised 5 Genelec 1032a full-range active 
loudspeakers. The front of the listening area was oriented to the long wall of the 
room, with the centre loudspeaker 1 m. from the wall and the others arranged at 
±30° and 110° such that all five speakers were on a circle of 2 m. diameter with 
the listener's head in the centre.
A computer/soundcard/software system was used for both stimulus 
presentation and response recording. The software package was developed by the 
department and runs on a Silicon Graphics 02 computer workstation. It allows 
simultaneous playback of up to 8 channels of digital audio, along with 
synchronous compressed video. The workstation soundcard is connected to the 
audio system using an optical digital multichannel link. D/A conversion is 
provided by a Yamaha 02r, an inexpensive multichannel A/D-D/A unit which 
offers the convenience of a built in digital audio mixing console. Scripts written by 
the experimenter or selected from a library determine the number of stimuli, order
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of trials, number and nature or the response buttons or scales, and the on-screen 
instructions seen by the test subjects. In each session the test administrator calls 
up the appropriate instruction script which tells the playback system which 
stimulus should be assigned to which button for each trial. The system allows the 
subject to take as long as desired in evaluation of each trial, using a mouse and 
video display to switch between stimuli whenever she or he wishes, repeating or 
pausing the audio program segment as many times as required. The stimuli are 
synchronous, there is a momentary silence when the user switches between the A 
and B stimuli. Once the responses have been recorded, the system allows the 
subject to press a button in order to continue to the next trial.
3.2.5 Stimuli
The items-under-test consist of 7 distinct profiles of spaciousness level and 
localization-accuracy level. Each combination of item-under-test x audio program 
item is stored as a separate multichannel .wav file on the disk-drive of the 
playback workstation. The chamber music program was used for all test trials, 
other similarly prepared music samples were used in a listener training session.
O.I
re Localization 
0.5 0.9Spaciousness:
Low - L5 -
Medium M l M5 M9
High HI H5 H9
Table 2: Treatment levels o f  the Stimuli
Each listener heard every pair during the course of their listening session, with 
the exception that items were not compared against themselves. The order of 
presentation was determined as follows: Each possible pair was assigned an index 
number. A balanced Latin square for t( t-1 )/2  conditions (21) was made. Three of 
the resulting orders o f presentation were used, selected to provide good 
counterbalancing. The H1/M5 and MI/H9 pairs were repeated at the end of the 
sequence in order to measure consistency of scoring. Finally, a randomization was
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performed on the order of presentation within each pair. Listeners were assigned 
at random to one of the resulting schemes.
3.2.6 Experimental Procedure:
Listeners were given appointments and asked to come for one hour. The test 
was done with one listener at a time. Upon arrival in the test room the subjects 
were given a consent-form, a pen, and time to read it while the administrator 
selected the appropriate scripts for the stimulus-presentation program. The 
subjects were reminded verbally that they could pull out at any time during the 
test for any reason. The listeners were given the following instructions, adapted 
from Schiffman, Reynolds, and Young: (SchiSl)
During this experiment you will be comparing items two at a time. You 
will be judging how similar or different they are, and you will be judging 
whether you prefer one or the other and by how much. Your responses 
should be selected on the scales provided.
There is a line with the words "strong preference for A" and "strong 
preference for B" at the ends, and a zero in the centre. If you do not have 
any preference for one item over the other, mark the zero point on the 
line. A mark to the left of centre means that you like the first stimulus 
better. A mark to the right of zero means that you like the second of the 
pair. If you have a very strong preference, make your mark close to the 
end of the scale. If it is just a slight preference mark much closer to the 
zero point.
There is also a line with "exact same" at one end and "most different" 
at the other end. If you find no difference between the two stimuli, mark 
the left end of the scale. If you find that there is a difference, mark 
somewhere along the line to show us how much difference you find. The 
context is the group if  items presented, so try to use most o f the scale 
(but don't worry if you don't). We would like you to remember that 
different people judge things in different ways. There are no right or 
wrong answers. You are not being tested. We are interested in how you 
respond to these items.
As an initial training in the method and scoring procedure, a pair comparison 
test was done using cards to present visual stimuli. When it was obvious that the
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subject understood the concepts involved, training with sound stimuli began using 
the playback workstation and an abbreviated test with 4 trials showing the 
extremes of the range of the effects. The administrator stayed in the listening room 
during this session to answer any questions ar ising from the method or use of the 
equipment.
Finally, the script for the actual listening test was brought up and the listener 
was left alone in the room to begin. The final instruction was to get up and come 
out of the room upon completion of the last trial, or at any time if  you feel 
uncomfortable or wish to stop. Most listeners completed the session within 40 
minutes
4 RESULTS
4.1 Data Analysis
The data resulting from the listening tests consist of a number of numerical 
scores. Each value represents a relationship between two of the stimuli in the test. 
Listeners were asked to evaluate the magnitude of the difference between the 
stimuli in each trial. Listeners were also asked to rate how much they preferred 
one stimulus over the other.
4.1.1 Difference data
For each of eleven subjects there is a 7 x 7 matrix of difference judgments. It is 
a symmetric matrix, because for each pair o f stimuli only one of the two possible 
presentation orders was used. A statistical software package called SPSS was used 
to perform the multidimensional scaling analysis. The particular multidimensional 
scaling technique used for this analysis was INDSCAL, which stands for 
individual differences scaling. INDSCAL uses a weighted multidimensional scaling 
(WMDS) algorithm, and the weighting is designed to account for individual 
differences in the basic cognitive or perceptual processes that generate the 
responses (YounOl).
Researchers generally determine the number of appropriate dimensions for the 
stimulus space by computing solutions for several different numbers o f 
dimensions. Once the computation is done, then a cutoff criterion for stress value, 
a knee in the scree plot, or just an evaluation of the interpretability of the various 
multidimensional maps can be used. I have followed a rule that the number of 
stimuli used in the experiment should be 3 times the number of dimensions desired
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in the resulting map of the stimulus space, therefore a two-dimensional solution is 
appropriate. The INDSCAL procedure would not allow me to compute solutions 
for more than two dimensions, however the PROXSCAL procedure in SPSS
1
dimensions 
2 3 4
stress 0.197 0.069 0.029 0.015
Table 3: Stress in PROXSCAL MDS solution 
A graph showing the resulting representation of the subjects perceptual space 
is figure 14. This graph shows a weighted aggregate, representing all subjects. Each 
point indicates the position of one stimulus in the dimensions shown on the 
graph.
Object Points 
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Figure 14: Perceptual map derivedfrom difference data
Interpretation of the perceptual map starts with observation o f the positions 
of the stimuli in the space. Which pairs of stimuli are farthest apart, and in what 
ways do they differ from each other? What common features are there to explain
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why some items are close together? Figure 14 shows the resulting stimulus space 
for the similarity/dissimilarity question in the listening tests. The highest values of 
the parameter are in the upper right of the graph. The middle values of the 
parameter are in the middle, and the lowest values of the parameter Vq are in the 
lower left corner. A line has been added to emphasize the clear relationship 
between the Vq values and this perceptual dimension. There is also a clear 
orthogonal relationship with the spaciousness levels, except that they are in the 
wrong order. This is entirely consistent with the parameter being a classificatory 
variable instead of a continuous one.
We desired to show that varying a localization parameter would vary the 
perception of sound along some perceptual dimension, and it does. Changing the 
direction of late reverberant energy also is clearly shown in the subjective 
response, although not exactly in the way anticipated -  according to the 
perceptual map the middle value o f the specified spaciousness categories is not 
the middle value perceptually.
The fit of the MDS solution can be seen in the scatterplot of linear fit, figure 
15. Each point represents a datum from the listening tests -  the scaled similarity 
values are plotted against the fitted distances in the perceptual map. A nice 
blobby shape that tends toward a diagonal line is good, it means that there are no 
particular problems. Had there been listeners or stimuli who caused outliers these 
could have been identified via this graph and removed from the analysis, in order 
to improve the overall fit.
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Figure 15: Scatterplot o f  linear fît
One of the assumptions of many statistical tools is the homogeneity of 
respondents’ perceptions. The listener weights for the MDS derived space are 
provided in a graph, and these show to what extent there is correspondence 
between any individual and the aggregate response of all subjects. In the 
dimension weights graph (Figure 16) each vector represents a subject. (The 
subject labels have been removed to clarify the graph.) The size of the angle 
between any two subjects’ vectors indicates how different the two subjects are in 
how they evaluate sounds. Listeners with vectors that are close in angle to 
dimension 1 tend to put more weight on dimension 1 in their evaluations, and less 
on dimension 2. The subject weights in this case show that there were no 
prominent outliers, all subjects find both dimensions to be salient, although to 
different degrees.
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Dimension Weights
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Figure 16: Subject Weightings
4.1,2 Preference data
There are several ways to use multidimensional scaling techniques for 
preference mapping. In this case the ideal point model was used. The procedure 
for doing this is first to transform the matrix data resulting out of the pair 
comparison experiment into a form where there is just one score per stimulus per 
subject. Several methods for doing this transformation were compared, but 
summing each row of the 7 x 7  matrix proved just as effective as any other method 
after the further processing of the data. At this point the data was placed into a 
rectangular matrix with 11 subjects as the rows and 7 stimuli as the columns, such 
that each cell in the matrix relates a person to a stimuli.
This matrix is then entered into the computer algorithm as before, with 
appropriate changes to the dialog boxes in the software in order to indicate that:
• the data are not distances
• the matrix is rectangular
• the matrix is row conditional
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This process, if the MDS solution is not degenerate, gives an internal analysis 
of the preference data. The stimulus space that results is a joint-space map, with 
subjects and stimuli represented in the same space. Greater distance from a 
listener’s point in the space indicates lower desirability of the product for that 
listener. To recover a subject’s rank ordering of the stimuli one can list the stimuli 
in the order of their distance from that subject in the preference space.
The aggregate ideal point is at the origin (0, 0) To please most people most of 
the time, your stimuli or systems should be near that point.
Derived Stimulus Configuration 
Euclidean distance model
-1
S
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«
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$
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Figure 17: Joint space for internal analysis ofpreference data
The data are plotted in figure 17 with the subject points identified by row 
number and the stimulus points indicated by a code from table 2. The same 
stimulus points are shown more clearly in figure 19, which omits the subject 
points. Analysis of the preference space leads to many interesting observations. 
Does perceived sound quality improve as the value of location accuracy goes up? 
No, it does not. The condition 0.1 was the most distant stimulus point in the 
joint preference space, and the two conditions of r^ = 0.9 were nearly as distant. 
In the context of this experiment the ideal point for the value of rg is somewhere 
between the two extremes, and two o f the three stimuli with r ^ -  0.5 are very 
close to the center of the space. Does perceived sound quality improve as the
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level of spaciousness increases? The answer to this question is not as clear from 
the evaluation of the evidence. The second-worst sounding stimulus has high 
spaciousness, but it is counterbalanced on dimension-two of the preference space 
by the worst stimulus, a sample with very low spaciousness. It is interesting to 
note that M l and H5 are very close together in the preference space, and not at all 
close together in the context of the perception space derived from the sound 
difference ratings. HI and M5 similarly are very different in the perception space 
-  two of the markers that help to show the strong dimension-one link to the value 
of Vq. Finally, what is the relative importance of these two attributes? The most 
preferred stimulus has high spaciousness and medium image-focus. But it is so 
close that it cannot really be distinguished from a medium spaciousness and low 
localization choice. This is in turn next to a high-spaciousness, low-focus, and a 
medium-medium. These form a cluster. This cluster lacks any stimulus with high 
image-focus and it lacks any stimulus with low spaciousness. The other four 
conditions appear to be equally good.
Preference across all subjects
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Figure 18: preference based on binary sum o f row data
Alternative analyses were also performed just to get an idea of the ranking and 
variability in the preference data. An evaluation of the data in aggregate using the 
Bradley-Terry model as described by Kousgaard (Kous87) was performed, the 
data from which is Appendix A. This involved coding the data into binary 
responses, summing the matrices across subjects, and row sums of the summed
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matrices to get 7 scores for 7 stimuli. Figure 18 is a table of the result. Row sums 
were also done for the individual response matrices, and the coefficient of 
consistency "K " was calculated to measure consistency, "d " is considered an 
indication of significance at 93% confidence for values less than 4 where "n " is 7. 
Several of the subjects were internally very consistent. These computations were 
peripheral to the main purpose of the experiment, therefore the result tables are 
bound in at the rear.
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Figure 19: Stimulus positions in the joint space for internal analysis o f
preference data
4.2 Discussion
4.2.1 Findings
The hypothesis that changes of r^, the energy vector length paiameter thought 
to influence localization quality, would lead to changes on a perceptual dimension 
was found to be true. The hypothesis that changes in angular distribution of post- 
80 ms. reverberation would lead to changes on a perceptual dimension was also
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found to be true, although the order of stimuli on the revealed dimension was not 
as expected. Note that these perceptual dimensions are presumed to be the 
perceptual dimensions of localization quality and spaciousness, but that this is 
not yet proven within the context of this study. The results clearly show that the 
stimuli were discriminable on two perceptual dimensions. Analysis of the effects 
of the treatments upon preference judgments show that on aggregate the stimuli 
with reverberation from the front two loudspeakers only were least preferred, and 
that stimuli with the highest level of localization parameter Vq were least preferred. 
The data are insufficient to show whether these are monotonie functions or 
whether a peaked response model of preference is appropriate for these 
dimensions.
The finding that stimuli with different values of the energy vector length 
parameter are placed in corresponding positions of a perceptual dimension in 
the derived perceptual space affirms Gerzon’s assertion (Gerz92c) that this 
parameter is a good indicator of localization quality and stability. Because of this 
one can argue that summing localization (Blau83) does play a role in multispeaker 
reproduction of sound and should be considered in design o f systems and 
recording techniques. Morimoto (Mori97) found that spaciousness was poor 
unless late reverberation signals came from locations behind the listener. This 
study found that listeners could discriminate between front only and front-and- 
side post-80 ms. reverberation signals, and that reverberation from ffont-and-side 
was preferred, which supports the conclusions of Griesinger (Grie97) that 
reverberation emanating from the side is needed for good spaciousness
Changes in angular distribution of post-80 ms. reverberation lead to changes on 
a perceptual dimension, however the stimuli which were specified as low, medium 
and high spaciousness signals turned out to be oriented with “high” in between 
“medium” and “low” in the resulting perceptual space. This mapping is consistent 
with the parameter being a classificatory variable instead of a continuous one. The 
stimuli labeled “medium” used a side-panned reverberation signal, while the (more 
perceptually similar) “high” and “low” stimuli used one reverberation signal per 
loudspeaker.
4.2.2 Limitations
This study has done exploratory research with non-trained subjects in order to 
have the best external validity. To this end, the sessions were kept short, listeners 
were not asked to return, and the task had to be one that required minimal subject
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training. Short sessions means fewer judgments can be made which means fewer 
levels of treatment, lack of repeats, and generally less power in the experimental 
design. Naive subjects are less consistent than trained subjects. The task of rating 
the degree of preference may be counterproductive in terms of giving better data 
quality. Nevertheless, useful practical and noteworthy findings were made. The 
manipulations of the value were done with equations that suit fixed listening-
position, moving head conditions. This was appropriate for a controlled 
experiment but would not necessarily be appropriate for other types o f music 
listening. While it could be argued that different panning techniques would beget 
different results, it did not seem to be of any advantage in this experiment to use 
panning which would allow off-center listening when no off center listening would 
be done in the experiment. A single audio program item was used in measuring 
these responses, and preference for reverberation level is well known to depend 
upon program, so it may be that the value of these conclusions are of limited 
application for signals other-than the chamber music example used in the 
experiment.
4.2.3 Further research
The next logical step for this work is to recruit a further 3 to 4 subjects for 
additional listening sessions. In the first o f these sessions the subjects will repeat 
the difference and preference judgments, subsequently they will be used for 
elicitation of words to describe the differences between the stimuli which show 
the largest differences on the observed dimensions. After training in the use of 
selected attribute scales resulting from the work described in section 1.2 above, 
the subjects will make judgments for each of the stimuli using the attribute scales. 
This supplementary data will provide the means for additional validation of the 
stimulus configuration, the interpretation of dimensions and the preference map.
As multidimensional scaling is not a method that incorporates statistical tests 
of significance, a principal method of validating multidimensional scaling analyses 
is to get the same results using different methods. Validation of the stimulus 
configuration, the positions of the points in the preference space and the 
psychological distance represented between them, can be sought through the use 
o f multi-samples. If new subjects repeat the judgments, the positions o f the 
points can be compared between the present configuration and that resulting from 
analysis of the new subjects. Validation of the interpretation of dimensions can be 
done in three ways: External data (adjective ratings) can be used for an objective
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determination of dimension labels using conespondence analysis. Factor analysis 
of the adjective ratings can be used to derive principal dimensions, these can be 
then compared to the dimensions resulting from multidimensional scaling. Finally 
subject interpretations of the dimensions can be compared to the original, factor- 
analytic, and conespondence-analysis results. An external preference map can be 
created using quality judgments from naive subjects applied to new attribute 
profile data judged by trained subjects.
Once validation is underway, the external validity should be expanded by doing 
tests with additional source materials, chosen to include both loud and quiet sound 
sources and different genres, in order to get information on how preference for 
these attributes changes with program. Although the processing of localization 
quality is optimized for a listening position equidistant from the loudspeakers, it 
would be good to see if the sensory map changes greatly for off-centre listening, 
and if the preference judgements remain the same.
4.2.4 Implications for professional practice
The effect of the degradation of rg is the same as the effect of turning up the 
divergence control on a film sound mixing desk. The high value of that was 
found to be "too much" is in fact only very slightly greater than the Vq value of a 
two-channel stereo system. Most modern digital mixing desks include a divergence 
control, so it is not difficult to try it out, to hear the effect that it has with listener 
movement, and even to leave it set at a non-zero value. The stimulus treatments 
for spaciousness depended upon the direction of arrival of non-correlated late 
reverberant energy. The low level of the stimulus comprised two independent 
reverb returns emitting from the front speakers only, along with the direct sound 
which may have been coming from all speakers. The middle level of the stimulus 
comprised two independent reverb returns emitted from 4 loudspeakers The 
correlation between the signals of adjacent front and side speakers was 1. The high 
level used 4 independent reverb returns. The low value of this stimulus is 
comparable to two-channel stereo, and these stimuli were always distant from the 
ideal point in the response preference space. The other two values were roughly 
equally good, so in the context o f this experiment it seems having the 
reverberation emitted from many loudspeakers is more important than lack of 
front-to side correlation. When rear* speakers are available they should be used for 
late reverberation when an impression of spaciousness is desired, even if four or 
more discrete uncorrelated reverberator outputs are not available.
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4.3 Summary
We sought to find what values o f physical variables associated with 
spaciousness and localization quality give the most preferred sound quality, and 
there was limited success in describing the relation of each to listener preference.
It is very tempting to conclude that good localization is not the be-all and end- 
all o f audio quality, that people seeking high localization-quality have been 
"barking up the wrong tree" because the stimuli with highly-accurate localizability 
were among the least preferred. Another option is to conclude that since the 
middle levels o f one or the other attribute were always present in the most 
prefened stimuli, the best localization-quality is somewhere in the middle and the 
best spaciousness is somewhere in the middle. This would find a plot of 
preference against level of attribute showing a hill rather than an increasing line. 
We certainly cannot find that preference always increases as localization-quality 
increases, because the high levels of image focus were the least preferred. Nor can 
we find that preference always decreases as localization-quality decreases, 
because there was not enough distinction in preference of the low values. So a 
model of preference with an ideal point somewhere in the middle of the range of 
possible values, and decreasing preference as the value gets higher OR lower than 
the ideal is a possibility. While it cannot be said that perceived sound quality 
improves as the catagory of spaciousness increases, it is certainly clear that the 
lowest value of this attribute was the least preferred.
4.4 Conclusion
The author has contributed to the understanding of the perceptual structure of 
sound quality in the area of reproduced sound. In chapter 1 the author elicited 
descriptors o f auditory attributes for natural hearing that were useful for the 
evaluation of multi-channel surround sound audio. Seven rating scales were created 
which can be used to distinguish between stimuli, thus providing an indication of 
the ways stimuli are perceived to be different. In chapter 3 the author created an 
experiment for exploring the relationship between objective signal parameters of 
an audio source and the overall audio quality as determined by preference 
judgements of human listeners. This included planning treatments of the stimuli to 
encode the objective signal parameters relating to spaciousness and localization- 
quality, and designing the experimental procedure for measurement via listener 
responses. In chapter 4 the author applied Multi-dimensional Scaling (MDS) to 
listener ratings of difference between stimuli and showed that the stimuli were
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discriminable on two perceptual dimensions. The author applied M ulti­
dimensional Scaling to perform a weighted unfolding analysis of listener ratings of 
preference, and created a two-dimensional map that reveals the relative preference 
for each of the stimuli for each of the subjects, the relative preference for each of 
the stimuli for the group as a whole, and how subjects differ in the weighting each 
subject applies to the revealed preference-map dimensions.
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DATA AND APPENDICES 
Difference Data
Matrix Pair-comparison data for Difference 11 subjects X 7 Stimuli. Page 1
AGL 0 1 2 1 1 2 5AGL 1 0 1 2 0 3 4AGL 2 1 0 2 2 2 1
AGL 1 2 2 0 0 0 4AGL 1 0 2 0 0 1 4AGL 2 3 2 0 1 0 0AGL 5 4 1 4 4 0 0BFD 0 5 7 2 2 4 4BFD 5 0 3 2 4 7 9BFD 7 3 0 2 4 2 2BFD 2 2 2 0 3 1 3BFD 2 4 4 3 0 6 3BFD 4 7 2 1 6 0 1BFD 4 9 2 3 3 1 0DLT 0 2 4 1 1 5 3DLT 2 0 3 3 4 5 1DLT 4 3 0 1 1 4 5DLT 1 3 1 0 0 5 3DLT 1 4 1 0 0 6 4DLT 5 5 4 5 6 0 1DLT 3 1 5 3 4 1 0DWR 0 2 4 5 1 6 6D m 2 0 1 1 2 8 5
D m 4 1 0 1 5 4 10D m 5 1 1 0 2 2 9D m 1 2 5 2 0 6 6D m 6 8 4 2 6 0 0D m 6 5 10 9 6 0 0RWD 0 0 1 0 1 3 4
RWD 0 0 5 0 1 3 5RWD 1 5 0 1 0 3 4RWD 0 0 1 0 0 3 1RWD 1 1 0 0 0 3 2
RWD 3 3 3 3 3 0 0
RWD 4 5 4 1 2 0 0SHK 0 2 4 4 3 2 5SHK 2 0 2 2 1 5 5
SHK 4 2 0 4 3 3 2SHK 4 2 4 0 2 6 3SHK 3 1 3 2 0 4 3SHK 2 5 3 6 4 0 2
SHK 5 5 2 3 3 2 0
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Matrix Pair-comparison data for Difference
SHS 0 111 subjects X 2 7 Stimuli 1 . Page 2 1 1SHS 1 0 1 1 1 2SHS 2 1 0 1 1 2SHS 1 1 1 0 1 1SHS 1 1 1 1 0 1SHS 1 2 2 1 1 0SHS 2 1 1 2 1 0TBR 0 7 6 7 4 6TBR 7 0 3 5 0 7TBR 6 3 0 7 7 7TBR 7 5 7 0 4 7TBR 4 0 7 4 0 6TBR 6 7 7 6 6 0TBR 7 6 7 7 7 8TRA 0 0 1 0 0 3TRA 0 ' 0 1 1 1 2TRA 1 1 0 0 1 5TRA 0 1 0 0 0 3TRA 0 1 1 0 0 0TRA 3 2 5 3 0 0TRA 2 5 2 2 1 1DFR 0 5 4 6 3 6DFR 5 0 4 5 2 8DFR 4 4 0 1 0 7DFR 6 5 1 0 0 7DFR 3 2 0 0 0 0DFR 6 8 7 7 6 0DFR 9 8 4 3 5 0ZOE 0 1 2 2 3 7ZOE 1 0 0 4 2 6ZOE 2 0 0 0 2 3ZOE 2 4 0 0 0 8ZOE 3 2 2 0 0 4ZOE 7 6 3 8 4 0ZOE 10 8 5 3 4 0
2
1
1
2
1
0
07
67
67
8 
0 
2 
5 
2 
2 
1 
1 
09 
84 
3 
0 
0 
0
10 
8
5
34 
0 
0
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Preference data
M a tr ix  P a ir - c o m p a r is o n  d a t a  f o r  P r e f e r e n c e ,
11 subjects X 7 Stimuli. Page 1
agi 0 0 54 0 -27 36 -81agi 0 0 -27 -54 0 -45 -90agi -54 27 0 36 -27 -27 18agi 0 54 -36 0 0 0 -54agi 27 0 27 0 0 -27 -54agi -36 45 27 0 27 0 0agi 81 90 —18 54 54 0 0bfd 0 -81 72 63 45 18 -81bfd 81 0 -63 27 63 99 -117bfd -72 63 0 45 45 -54 -72bfd -63 -27 -45 0 63 -9 54bfd —45 -63 -45 -63 0 -99 -45bfd -18 -99 54 9 99 0 -18bfd 81 117 72 -54 45 18 0dit 0 -27 72 18 0 -90 72dit 27 0 54 81 72 -90 36dit -72 -54 0 27 -27 -36 -81dit -18 -81 -27 0 0 -90 -54dit 0 -72 27 0 0 —90 -90dit 90 90 36 90 90 0 -18dit -72 -36 81 54 90 18 0dwb G 45 -99 90 -9 -144 -180dwb -45 0 18 -18 45 -153 81dwb 99 -18 0 18 63 63 -153dwb -90 18 -18 0 -36 -36 -117dwb 9 -45 -63 36 0 -144 -72dwb 144 153 -63 36 144 0 9dwb 180 -81 153 117 72 -9 0rwd 0 -36 0 18 0 -36 -54rwd 36 0 81 0 0 -54 99rwd 0 —81 0 27 0 63 -45rwd -18 0 -27 0 0 0 -27rwd 0 0 0 0 0 -27 -45rwd 36 54 -63 0 27 0 0rwd 54 -99 45 27 45 0 0shk 0 27 63 -81 72 -45 -99shk -27 0 -54 -27 0 -90 45shk -63 54 0 63 63 -54 27shk 81 27 -63 0 36 90 -36shk -72 0 -63 -36 0 -72 -63shk 45 90 54 -90 72 0 27
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Matrix Pair-comparison data for Preference,
11 s u b j e c t s X 7 S t i m u l i . Page 2shk 99 -45 -27 36 63 -27 0shs 0 45 -54 -54 45 54 36shs -45 0 18 27 18 54 27shs 54 -18 0 27 36 63 -18shs 54 -27 -27 0 -36 18 72shs -45 -18 -36 36 0 36 27shs -54 -54 -63 -18 -36 0 18shs -36 -27 18 -72 -27 -18 0tbr 0 -99 -63 -108 90 -63 99tbr 99 0 -90 0 0 108 -54tbr 63 90 0 -99 -117 -126 -108tbr 108 0 99 0 -63 -54 -108tbr -90 0 117 63 0 -72 -117tbr 63 -108 126 54 72 0 -108tbr -99 54 108 108 117 108 0tra 0 9 -45 9 9 -45 18tra -9 0 -18 18 18 -54 63tra 45 18 0 9 36 63 36tra -9 -18 -9 0 -9 36 18tra -9 -18 -36 9 0 —9 -63tra 45 54 -63 -36 9 0 -45tra -18 -63 -36 -18 63 45 0dfr 0 -72 -54 -63 -54 -90 -135dfr 72 0 -81 -63 -54 -135 -126dfr 54 81 0 -9 0 -117 -54dfr 63 63 9 0 0 -117 -45dfr 54 54 0 0 0 -63 -108dfr 90 135 117 117 63 0 0dfr 135 126 54 45 108 0 0zoe 0 99 117 -27 -72 63 -171zoe -99 0 108 63 108 -126 -180zoe 117 108 0 -9 -90 -81 -27zee 27 -63 9 0 18 -27 117zoe 72 -108 90 -18 0 -54 -117zoe -63 126 81 27 54 0 18zoe 171 180 27 -117 117 -18 0
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APPENDIX A: Analysis of transformed binary dataMatrix Binary Pair-Comparison data for Preference, 
with E, T, d, and K computed
sum E T d Kagi 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 3 0 84 -28 3agi 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9
agi 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 3 0
agi 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 3 0agi 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 4 1
agi 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 4 1
agi 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 4 1
sum E T d Kbfd 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 4 1 100 -36 3.571bfd 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 4 1
bfd 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 3 0
bfd 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 2 1
bfd 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9
bfd 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 3 0
bfd 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 5 4
sum E T d Kdit 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 3 0 130 -51 4.643dit 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 5 4
dit 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 4
dit 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9
dit 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 3 0
dit 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 5 4
dit 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 4 1
sum E T d Kdwb 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 1 36 -4 1.286
dwb 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 3 0
dwb 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 4 1
dwb 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 4
dwb 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 1
dwb 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 5 4
dwb 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 4 1
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sum E T drwd 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 2 1 6 11rwd 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 4 1
rwd 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 2 1
rwd 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 3 0
rwd 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 1
rwd 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 4 1
rwd 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 4 1
K
0.214
shk 0 1 1 0 1 0 0
sum
3
E
0
shk 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 2 1
shk 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 4 1
shk 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 4 1
shk 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9
shk 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 5 4
shk 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 3 0
T
100
d
-36
K
3.571
sum
shs 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 4 1
shs 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 5 4
shs 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 4 1
shs 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 3 0
shs 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 3 0
shs 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 4
shs 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 4
T
50
d
-11
K
1.786
tbr 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
sum
2
tbr 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 4
tbr 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 2
tbr 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 2
tbr 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 2
tbr 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 4
tbr 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 5
T
22
K
0.786
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tra 0 1 0 1 1 0 1
sum
4
E
1
tra 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 3 0
tra 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 6 9
tra 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 1
tra 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 4
tra 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 3 0
tra 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 2 1
T
100
d
-36
K
3.571
dfr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
sum
0
E
9
dfr 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 4
dfr 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 1
dfr 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 4 1
dfr 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 3 0
dfr 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 5 4
dfr 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 6 9
zoe 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
sum
2
E
1
zoe 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 2 1
zoe 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 1
zoe 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 4 1
zoe 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 1
zoe 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 5 4
zoe 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 4 1
T
196
T
22
d
-84
K
0.786
Reference; Fergeson, G.A., Statistical Analysis in Psychology and Education. McGraw-Hill, New York pp. 228-231, (1966)
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